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WE NEED NEW, BETTER ANSWERS
As the COVID-19 pandemic shutters communities and economies around the world,
we face a global crisis of a magnitude never before seen. We do not yet know how we
will extricate ourselves or what the world will look like when we do, only that it is likely
to be a very different place.
P30
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Much of the content in these pages was written before the pandemic. But the issues
it tackles remain just as urgent, if not more so. We started The Possible as a space
to think about how cities are changing, and to explore solutions to challenges such
as population growth, urbanization, ageing demographics and air pollution. All of
these have played a part in accelerating the spread of COVID-19 and exacerbating
its impact, and they will no doubt be important factors in future epidemics, as will
climate change.
Digital technologies will be part of the solution, but they also raise new issues,
particularly at the interface with systems that will always be fundamentally human.
Robotics and AI will be invaluable in healthcare, for example, but to supplement
rather than replace in-person care. Smarter cities offer designers new opportunities
to “nudge” people towards healthier choices — but how far should we go? And who
should own — and control — exponentially increasing amounts of urban data?

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF

Our focus at WSP has long been on future-ready designs: equipped to respond to the
change we know is coming; flexible enough to adapt to what we can’t foresee. We’ll
be redoubling our efforts, and we invite our partners and clients to collaborate with
us to find new, better answers to the question of how we should live together in this
complex, ever-changing world. We need our collective creativity, ingenuity and insight
now than ever — let’s keep the conversation going.
P48

Tom Smith, WSP

“Cities concentrate people and resources in one place, which creates
hazards but also very real opportunities for improving health”
Chris Naylor, The King’s Fund / P47
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“It’s not like you can design something in a
neutral manner that will not influence behaviour”
The ethics of nudging, page 48
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SHOVE, ACTUALLY

Nudge tactics, supported by rapidly expanding data
streams, influence everything from washing our
hands to the speed we drive. But how far should they
shape building design?
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“In the urban future, I hope it will be normal to
see food production in pretty much every street”
Nick Rose, page 8
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BLANK CANVAS

Embodied carbon can account for more than half
of a building’s total footprint. We need to reduce it —
but first, we need to work out exactly what it means

Can a developer reap the benefits of
district energy without having to make
a huge upfront investment?
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“The only climate
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production retreat”
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“Micromobility could
radically transform our
urban landscapes”
George Buxton et al
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he Buddha and 18th-century
Scottish philosopher David Hume
might not be the first people you’d turn
to for advice on building design. But a
closer look at one of their central theories
offers some surprising lessons.
You are not who you think you are,
according to both thinkers. It may feel
as though you have some intrinsic
essence that remains independent
and unchanging, but this is an illusion.
You are nothing more than a bundle of
properties, perceptions and experiences
without any underlying cohesion, forever
changing from moment to moment.
So, how does this apply to buildings?
The work of Frank Duffy, one of the most
influential workplace designers of the
late 20th century, offers some clues.
To Duffy, the nature of organizational
and technological change means that
a building should not be regarded as
a singular entity fixed in space and
time — “There isn’t such a thing as
a building,” he says. Rather, there is
a system of layers, each operating at
different speeds and scales.
This concept was later popularized
by Stewart Brand, the US futurist and

Portraits Paddy Mills

07

“The traditional notion
that a building is a fixed
entity is an illusion”
Mark Bessoudo

tech visionary, whose 1994 book How
Buildings Learn expanded on Duffy’s
theories. A building is comprised of six
layers, Brand writes, each with different
lifespans, ranging from centuries and
decades (for the Site, Structure, and
Skin) to years (for the Services and
Space Plan), even to months (for Stuff
such as furniture and computers). There
is an overall hierarchy — Site dominates
Structure, which dominates Skin, and so
on — but buildings where faster layers
aren’t hindered by slower ones are more
adaptable to change, therefore more
resilient and ultimately more useful.
Although some layers have longer
life cycles than others, they all inevitably
degrade over time. Systems grow
inefficient. Furniture becomes outdated.
Concrete cracks. This progression
towards degradation and disorder —
entropy — reveals itself in ordinary
ways all around us: desks get cluttered,
coffee loses heat. To maintain order,
energy must be added to the system,
for example by reheating your coffee.
Likewise, for buildings to remain
successful, effort and resources must be
expended through regular maintenance

and upgrades. The question is not
whether entropy can be prevented (it
can’t), but how it can be controlled,
planned for, and worked with. “More
than any other human artefact, buildings
excel at improving with time, if they
are given a chance,” writes Brand. And
maintenance is key. “No maintenance,
no building.”
Buildings can be improved by
adapting to their occupants’ evolving
needs over time. The best way to
accommodate this is by considering
the life cycle of each layer and
designing them in a way that invites
ongoing maintenance and flexibility.
This requires asking questions about
future operations and adaptation early
in the design process, followed up with
post-occupancy user feedback.
The climate crisis serves to make
this issue more tangible. For cities to
achieve deep carbon reductions, most
buildings that currently exist will need to
be retrofitted to zero carbon. But what’s
often forgotten is that the buildings being
designed and constructed now will also
need to be retrofitted to zero carbon at
some point in the future.

With the price of carbon expected to
rise, it will cost more for a new building to
be retrofitted at some point in the future
than it will to just design it to zero carbon
now; but it will cost even more if that new
building is designed in a way that makes
retrofits more difficult. For example,
several cities are now transitioning to be
all-electric to meet their carbon targets.
Each layer of a new building should take
this into consideration now.
The traditional notion that a
building is a fixed entity still dominates
contemporary architecture — but this too
is an illusion. Instead, by understanding
buildings as integrated systems
of dynamic layers, we open up new
possibilities for shaping them in ways
that can benefit more people for longer.
When thought of in this way, it’s easy
to see how the building designers of today
can serve as a vital link to the building
retrofits of tomorrow. As Brand says,
“A building is not something you finish.
A building is something you start.”
Mark Bessoudo is global research
manager at WSP in London. He is also
founder of platoforplumbers.com

P54
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#URBANFARMING #FOODSECURITY #EATYOURGREENS

“It is a pretty flagrant and excessive use
of energy and resources to fly produce
halfway round the world when we can
produce it in our own region”

THE EDIBLE CITY
Food sovereignty and sustainable food systems expert Nick Rose is pioneering urban
agriculture in Melbourne. He explains why the future of city life depends on it

How worried should we be about food
security? How pressing a concern will
it be for city planners and designers?
It’s a huge problem right now, let alone
what might be the case in 10, 20, 30
years. According to official figures, there’s
close to a billion people who are hungry
in the world today. If we look at more
realistic measures of hunger — in terms
of calories that people need to live an
active and physical life — somewhere
between 1.5 and 2 billion people are
hungry or in extreme food insecurity
right now. Then you have another 2 billion
suffering micronutrient deficiency and
another 2 billion overweight and obese,
which is a different form of malnutrition.
So it’s pretty clear that the food system
is very dysfunctional and unequal and
producing a whole range of very perverse
and problematic outcomes.
In terms of city design, the climate
predictions are extremely concerning.

The latest Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) report suggests
that absent some very serious action on
climate change, we’re on track for 4°C
of warming, and the impacts of that
on our food and agricultural systems
will be absolutely catastrophic. We’re
beginning to see that right now with the
appalling summer of bushfires that we’ve
experienced in Australia. And COVID-19
certainly highlights the importance of
urban food systems. So it’s something
that needs to be very high up our
social, political and economic priorities.
Because if we can’t feed ourselves, then
everything else becomes moot.
The big shift in human history over
the last 100 years has been from an
agrarian, rural population to an urban one
and that trend shows no sign of slowing.
In a highly uncertain climate future,
that means we need to be planning for
food in cities.
P16

How far could cities feed themselves?
Are there limits to urban agriculture?
Urban agriculture already plays a
significant role. According to the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, an estimated 800 million
people are involved today, producing
about 20% of the world’s food. And
they are doing so in conditions that are
marginal, with precarious land tenure
and very little support from governments.
So if urban agriculture were to be taken
seriously, then its potential could be
considerable.
Part of the answer to this question
depends on what we are going to be
eating. What does a sustainable diet look
like? The EAT-Lancet Commission report
(2019) talks about a diet for planetary
health as one that is increasingly plantbased. That’s where urban agriculture
really comes into its own, because
cities aren’t so appropriate for livestock

agriculture. We’re not going to have
cattle herds in cities or large-scale pig
or poultry farms. But if new technologies
are embraced, cities can go quite a long
way towards feeding themselves with
fresh and healthy produce, particularly
vegetables, but also fruit and poultry.
A University of Melbourne research
project recently found that Melbourne
could satisfy about 40% of its own
food requirements from the productive
capacity in the greater metropolitan area,
and about 80% of its fruit and vegetable
requirements.
If urban agriculture is done well, it
can be enormously productive. We’re in
discussions with an agritech company
called BioFilta that uses a form of
urban agriculture technology called
wicking beds. It’s climate-smart urban
agriculture that conserves water —
there’s a reservoir of water at the bottom
of a raised bed, so you water from the

bottom not the top. Biofilta estimates,
based on extensive experience with
their advanced wicking bed technology,
that growers can produce about 30kg
of fresh produce per year in one square
metre. To translate that to broad-acre
farming, you’re talking about 300 tonnes
per hectare, which is a huge yield. In
Australia, even irrigated wheat in bestperforming conditions only yields about
eight to ten tonnes per hectare.
Do the figures for Melbourne take into
account that 4°C increase, or would
that completely change everything?
Broad-acre agriculture in Australia —
and worldwide — will be massively
impacted by a 4°C temperature rise.
In his 2007 book, Six Degrees, Mark
Lynas said, “None of the continent of
Australia — except perhaps the extreme
north and Tasmania — will be able to
support significant crop production

in the four-degree world because of
heatwaves and declining rainfall.”
Climate-controlled agriculture in
cities using technologies such as wicking
beds — with appropriate shading to
protect plants on days of extreme heat
— would still be productive. But to be
frank, I think none of us really want to
see what a 4°C warmer world looks
like and we should do everything in our
power to keep the rise under 1.5°C, as
recommended by the IPCC.
Will some places feed themselves
better than others? Or will we just
have to change our eating habits?
Food growing definitely varies from
place to place. Personally, I am not an
advocate of locavorism — the idea that
we should just be eating what we can
grow within our immediate geographical
location. Part of the joy of food is being
able to experience cuisines from other

cultures, and I think it really connects us
as a global community. I would hope that
there would still continue to be trade,
including of food. Having said that, it
is a pretty flagrant and excessive use
of energy and resources to fly produce
halfway round the world when we can
produce it in our own region, simply
because it’s cheaper.
There will continue to be a very
necessary and important role for
agriculture in the more rural sense,
in the way that we have farmed for
thousands of years — certainly if we’re
going to continue to eat livestock. I am
not of the view that we should all become
vegetarian or vegan, but we need to
move to diets that are more balanced in
terms of having a greater proportion of
vegetables, fruit and wholegrains. Grains
need extensive landscapes in order to
grow effectively, so we’re not going to
be doing that in cities.

There are different ideas of urban
agriculture, with ultra-modern tower
farms at one end of the scale, and
allotments or community gardens
at the other. What do you think the
future looks like?
It’s quite a burgeoning and diverse
field with lots of different production
methodologies and technologies.
One of my organization’s projects
is the Melbourne Food Hub, a postindustrial site about 10km from
the CBD of Melbourne. Right now
there’s a beekeeper, and a craft brewer
who’s making wild-yeast-fermented
craft beer. There is an aquaponics
start-up, which produces protein in
the form of fish, with the fish waste
becoming nutrients for plants grown in
a stratum above the fish tank. They’re
growing microgreens, which is a very
highly nutritious, high-value product
that they sell to restaurants in the city.

Just coming onto the site now are two
women who grow seasonal mushrooms
in shipping containers — again a very
nutritious, high-value crop. Then we
have above-ground urban farming with
wicking beds.
There’s a food waste composting
business called Reground, which
collects the spent coffee from cafes
and restaurants and makes that freely
available to backyard and community
gardeners for their composting. Then
there’s a weekly farmers’ market, with
about 35 regional and rural producers
who come from around the city. And
we’re in talks with a Sydney-based
organization that turned two disused
bowling greens into a market garden,
growing food very productively and
selling it to restaurants.
It’s high-value produce, but it’s
also urban agritourism. There are
birthday parties, weddings, workshops,
educational opportunities — multiple
layers of social enterprise to support
a viable farming business. In one
small site of about an acre, all these
different organizations are working
together. It ’s like an exercise in
placemaking — repurposing degraded,
rundown, post-industrial wasteland and
making it productive, welcoming and a
centre of enterprise and employment.
We hope it’s a glimpse of what a better
food system would look like in an
urban context.
What is your vision for sustainable
urban food networks, and how far
are we from that today?
My vision would be all of those things,
and lots more, just being commonplace
and happening everywhere, and an
urban future in which it’s just normal
to see productive food pretty much in
every street, in every neighbourhood,
where we have urban forests, allotments,
community gardens, verge gardens,
market gardens, school gardens.
For me, food has always been
fundamentally a question of social justice
and equity. My background is in law and
I got interested in food systems around
2000 when I was working in Guatemala
in the field of human rights. It was not
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“It’s like an exercise in placemaking —
repurposing degraded rundown,
post-industrial wasteland and making
it productive, welcoming and a centre
of enterprise and employment”

so much about sustainability, but food
and agriculture as a source of conflict
and tension and violence.
There is something in international
law called the Human Right to Adequate
Food. It’s part of the Universal Declaration
on Human Rights, and it means that
access to food should not be a matter
of your status in society, your income,
your gender, your ethnicity. Everybody
should be able to access good, healthy
food, at all times, simply by virtue of
being human. I think we need to design
our cities and food systems with that
goal in mind. We’re a very, very long way
away from that right now.
From a sustainability perspective, in
terms of the food system contributing
to soil fertility, to the restoration of
water catchment areas, habitats and
biodiversity, and to human health and
P46

wellbeing —
 again, we’re a long way from
that. We need a huge paradigm shift in
agriculture generally. Over the last 100
years or so, agriculture has been seen
as almost a war waged by humanity
against nature in order to extract our
food from the soil and from ecosystems.
We’ve done huge, huge destruction in
that process.
How might current planning or design
decisions support or hinder food
security in the future? How can we
make sure we’re not creating problems
for the future?
Recognition of urban agriculture
in planning frameworks is a really
important first step. This is a critical
planning issue for us in Melbourne
and for many places around the world,
because for many decades, we’ve had a

development dynamic that doesn’t really
value agricultural land or food. Since the
start of the 20th century, Melbourne
has lost probably three-quarters of
its productive land capacity, but even
with what’s remaining, we can still at
our current population of 4.5 million
satisfy 80% of our horticultural
requirements. If we keep losing land,
that 40% will drop to about 18% by the
time we reach 7.5 million people in the
2040s. So it’s critical for the city to start
protecting that remaining farmland and
also put in place support mechanisms
for farmers.
In Melbourne, there are so many
blocks that just sit for months and
sometimes years behind a cyclone fence,
until the developer decides it’s time to
build. But there’s no reason why they
couldn’t be given a discount on rates
or an incentive if they made the land
available for urban farming. Those are
the kinds of policy frameworks that need
to be thought about.
Also, realizing that it’s not simply
about growing food, but supporting
livelihoods, encouraging local networks
and doing comprehensive inventories of
land and asset mapping at the municipal
or regional level. That would include built
form, like rooftops and post-industrial
sites. If there are old factories that are
lying vacant, could they be turned into
centres of urban agritech? One of the
roles for planners and designers is to have
these conversations to understand what
kind of infrastructure, land requirements,
technologies and methodologies are
needed to plan intelligently for a range
of possible futures.
The challenges are enormous and
it can be quite daunting, but it’s a
great space to work in, full of dynamic,
energetic, creative people who are
getting stuck in and making a big
difference in their own lives and in the
lives of communities around them. It
gives me a lot of hope.

FOOD SECURITY AND CITIES: CAN WE FEED OURSELVES?
UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL 2: ZERO HUNGER BY 2030
BY SOME ESTIMATES, THE WORLD NEEDS TO PRODUCE 50% MORE FOOD BY 2050 TO FEED A GROWING GLOBAL POPULATION

1990

5.3BN

[1]

2019

2030

2050

2100

7.7BN

8.5BN

9.7BN

10.8BN
[2]

THE PROPORTION LIVING IN CITIES WILL GROW TOO (ALMOST 90% OF NEW CITY DWELLERS WILL BE IN ASIA AND AFRICA)

1950

1990

2018

[3]

2050
By 2050, 80% of all food produced globally
is expected to be consumed in cities [4]

30%

43%

BUT WE CAN’ T EVEN FEED OURSELVES NOW

55%

80%

68%

AND IT’S GET TING HARDER

[5]

CITIES NEED TO DO BET TER

After decades of steady decline, the number of people
suffering from hunger has been rising since 2015.[6]
Conflict and extreme weather events, particularly
drought, are the primary causes

In 2017,

13%

of C40 cities’ greenhouse

Since the early 1990s, the annual number of extreme heat

gas emissions were

events, droughts, floods and storms has doubled [7]

associated with food
consumption [9]

821 million

Crisis levels of acute food security are being
experienced by many more people and
spreading to more places

821 million people in the world are undernourished,
almost one in nine (10.8%) of the population.

2015

Two-thirds live in two regions:

2016

2017

108M

124M

Today, 25-30% of food is lost or wasted [10]

2018

Sub-Saharan Africa and Southern Asia

2BN

80M

113M
By 2050, greenhouse gas emissions from the food sector
are set to increase by nearly 40% [11]
[8]

Approximately 2 billion people, more than a quarter of the
global population, experience moderate or severe

Dr Nick Rose is executive director of
Sustain: The Australian Food Network,
a lecturer in food studies at the William

Notes

Angliss Institute, and a global adviser to

and the Circular Economy for Food, 2019

the UN Global Compact Cities Programme

C40

[1]

[12]

World Resources Report, Creating a Sustainable Food Future, July 2019

University of Leeds/Arup/C40

[5,6]

could reduce greenhouse gas emissions from

IN 48
IN 51
IN 53
COUNTRIES COUNTRIES COUNTRIES

food insecurity
[2]

United Nations, World Population Prospects 2019

[3]

Eating a sustainable diet and cutting food waste
food by more than 60% [12]

United Nations, World Urbanization Prospects 2018

The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World 2019, FAO, IFAD, UNICEF, WFP and WHO

[7,10]

Climate Change and Land, IPCC, 2019

[8]

[4]

Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Cities

Food Security Information Network

[9,11]
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#ACTIVITYBASEDWORKING #DESIGNINGFORMILLENNIALS

#NEWMOBILITY #ZEROEMISSIONS #DON’TFEARTHESCOOTER

FIVE HARD TRUTHS ABOUT GREAT WORKPLACES

SMALL WHEELS, BIG FUTURE

LEESMAN HAS SURVEYED OVER 720,000 EMPLOYEES IN MORE THAN 4,700 WORKPLACES. PEGGIE ROTHE DELVES INTO THE DATA TO DEBUNK SOME OFFICE MYTHS
A new office is no
guarantee of success
It’s often claimed that 70%
of organizational change
programmes fail, so we
analyzed our database to
see if that also applied to
workplace change. Of the
346 workplaces that we’ve
measured post-occupancy,
after a relocation or a
refurbishment, 41% got
outstanding results, 40% got
mediocre results, and 19%
had pretty terrible results.
That’s quite shocking,
considering the time,
money and resources the
organizations had invested.
A new office is a massive
opportunity to catalyze
changes in an organization
or make improvements,
but it has to be delivered
thoughtfully and based on
what people really need.

You can overbake
collaboration
Most new workplaces
do pretty well at creating
environments for people to
collaborate and share ideas.
But unless people have
the space to do something
about those ideas, it’s just
a lot of talk and not much
action. Individual work is the
single biggest thing affecting
whether they feel able to
work productively — 92%
of our respondents say that
desk-based focused work is
important to them. So a good
workplace needs to support
both, not create spaces
for one at the expense of
the other.

There’s no such
thing as open plan
There are so many articles
about how the open-plan
office is really bad. But
“open-plan” is such a
generic term, it’s like saying
“car”. You wouldn’t testdrive one car and decide
all cars are bad if you
didn’t like the functionality.
Open environments can
be outstanding or they
can be terrible. There are
so many variations, from
spaces with nothing but
identical workstations
and poor acoustics, to
spaces with areas for quiet
concentration, informal work,
collaboration, phone booths,
small and large meeting
rooms. Actually, across our
entire database, the best
workplaces are all some form
of open environment.

Hot-desking ≠
activity-based working
On average, our respondents
say that they do about ten
different activities, from
individual work to meetings,
speaking on the phone,
reading or thinking. An
activity-based workplace
has spaces to support each
one, and often that means
employees don’t have their
own workstation. But that’s
not the same as hot-desking
— if you just have a sea of
identical desks to choose
from, that doesn’t support
anything. And you have to
help people change their
working behaviour too, or
all you’ve got is activitybased design.

Millennials are
not the problem
There’s a perception that the
millennial generation have
greater requirements, and
that they’re the ones that
you need to satisfy in order
to succeed. But we find that
consistently it’s the younger
employees who are easiest
to please. It comes down
to experience: the earlier
you are in your career, the
less responsibility you have,
the fewer types of things
you do, and the easier it is
to fulfil your needs. So if
organizations focus only
on younger employees,
they’re not only not fulfilling
the needs of the rest of
the population, they’re
designing for the lowest set
of requirements.
Dr Peggie Rothe is chief insights
& research officer at Leesman

Micromobility will profoundly change urban landscapes. Let’s make
sure it’s for the better, say George Buxton, Hamza Harrami, Todd
Nguyen, Nikos Papakatsikas, Nick Roberts and Shifani Sood

T

hey’re fast, they’re quiet, and if you’re
not looking out for them, it’s very
easy to be taken by surprise. As electric
bikes and scooters proliferate around
the world, that’s becoming a common
experience for city dwellers. But it’s
no less a challenge for municipalities,
caught unawares by the explosion of
small, single-person vehicles flooding
their streets, and faced with managing
the wide-ranging implications for transit
networks, streetscapes, social justice
and human behaviour.
Micromobility — encompassing bikes,
scooters and mopeds, electric or manual,
docked or dockless — holds the potential
to radically transform urban landscapes,
in the way that the motor car and the
railways did before. Brands such as
Lime, Bird and Mobike have seen rapid
growth, with the potential for much more
to come: a study of 35 cities in the US,
UK and Germany by INRIX found that

at least 50% of short-distance vehicle
trips could be replaced by shared bikes
or scooters, and as many as 70% in the
UK. Car travel in cities is already shifting
from ownership towards shared ridehailing and carpooling services, with the
aim of cutting congestion and pollution.
Widespread use of smartphones has
enabled new kinds of flexible, digital
service without reliance on physical
infrastructure. Meanwhile, changing
lifestyles, working patterns and social
habits among millennials increase
demand for short trips in city centres.
With all of this, the stage was set for
micromobility to emerge.
To see how this was playing out
in cities around the world, our global,
multidisciplinary team examined
e m e rg i n g m o d e l s o f o p e ra t i o n
a n d re g u l a t i o n , a s w e l l a s t h e
interrelationships between shared
micromobility operators, municipalities

“A study found that
at least 50% of
short-distance
vehicle trips could be
replaced by shared
bikes or scooters”

and users. To date, operators have often
taken a move-first-ask-later approach.
They tend to appear without notice in a
new city, and rely on lobbying to retain
their right to operate, supported by
an eager consumer base and a wider
argument favouring green, active travel.
Initial growth is very fast — indeed,
even quicker than that experienced by
ride-hailing services such as Uber —
thanks to high demand, low fixed costs
and easy access to capital. They can
quickly build up a strong and enthusiastic
customer base, which makes it very
hard for city authorities to push back,
even as the negative impacts of ad-hoc
implementation become apparent.
It’s easy to understand why operators
feel this is the best tactic. If they take
a softly-softly approach and request
permission to operate, they fear
being pushed back by city planning
departments nervous of an unfamiliar
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“Micromobility can connect communities
isolated by distance or poverty … In Paris,
residents beyond the ring road can more easily
access the metro stations on the other side”

technology and the potential risks it
brings. From a city’s point of view, it’s also
easy to see why the sudden appearance
of hundreds of fast-moving vehicles is
a cause for concern. There are welldocumented issues around traffic safety,
anti-social parking and littering, while the
vehicles’ zero-emission credentials are
seriously undermined by their apparently
short lifespans.
But being too risk-averse means
cities miss out. Managed and regulated
well, micromobility can address existing
gaps in city transport networks — for
example, the London borough of Ealing
has welcomed dockless cycle operator
Mobike as a way to link the transport
hubs at its edges to the less well-served
middle. Micromobility can give residents
more choice and connect communities
isolated by distance or poverty, as in
Paris where shared moped operator
Cityscoot has extended its operating
area beyond the ring road which forms
a concrete cordon between the city
and the surrounding districts, allowing
residents to more easily access the metro
stations on the other side. Cities can also

benefit from the competition that drives
innovation in this sector, the synergies
with established companies and their
wider economic benefits.
The most successful implementations
have resulted from a proactive approach,
where cities, local regulators and
operators collaborate to develop
appropriate policy and regulation before
services are introduced. A gradual,
planned roll-out is most likely to yield
the greatest benefits while avoiding
unintended consequences. When
e-scooters first arrived in Auckland in
2018, the city administration set an initial
cap at 600 vehicles and limited them
to downtown. This revealed a number
of safety concerns, not least random
braking events when a technical glitch
caused the wheels to lock during use.
Building on this, a second pilot phase
in 2019 introduced a 15km/h speed
limit, geofencing to identify parking
outside designated areas, and an 18-year
minimum age for riders, who must also
hold a valid driving licence.
San Francisco was one of the first
cities in the US to develop a permit

system for dockless bike share providers,
but it was unprepared when e-scooter
operators Lime, Bird and Spin unleashed
hundreds of devices in a matter of weeks
in early 2018. This rapid, unregulated
roll-out polarized residents, leading
to reactive regulation and eventually
a temporary ban in June 2018. San
Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency has since introduced an
application process that scores operators
on 12 criteria, including community
engagement, equitable access and
employment practices. It has also sought
to make the roll-out cost-neutral for
taxpayers by charging companies
application and permit fees and an
endowment to cover costs.
The sustainability of fleets remains a
crucial question. The growing supply of
e-scooters is supporting governments to
meet targets on zero-emission vehicles,
but greater transparency is needed
from operators about the life cycle of
devices. It would also be valuable for
cities to understand which trips are being
replaced, and how to target schemes to
replace those trips that generate higher
P20

greenhouse gas emissions. Greater
data-sharing is required: currently
policymakers are often acting blind,
without the information to make wellfounded decisions. Greater openness
by operators would help them to
understand the true impact and potential
of micromobility services, and to make
decisions to optimize transit networks
based on empirical data.
The missing piece of the puzzle,
and arguably the most important, is the
users. The success of any urban initiative
hinges on whether people embrace it
and how well they use it. Operators need
to make a profit or they will move on,
as Mobike demonstrated by its retreat
from Manchester, UK in 2018 after
suffering “unsustainable” losses due to
theft and vandalism. Users also have a
part to play in maximizing efficiency: if
they park dockless bikes and e-scooters
considerately, the operator can keep
costs lower by not having to send staff
to move them. Users are ambassadors
for micromobility: by riding in a safe
manner, they can promote a positive
image to the public at large.

Municipalities and operators can
try to create the best conditions with
careful planning and policymaking, but
they need to address behaviour and
attitudes too. The familiarity heuristic
leads public opinion to view new forms
of transportation more negatively than
existing ones — so a micromobilityrelated accident is perceived as worse
than a car accident, regardless of the
relative impact. Micromobility increases
the use of infrastructure traditionally
assigned to pedestrians or cyclists: new
investment in shared lanes and parking,
as well as regulations and etiquette
around their use, will be needed. Given
the minimal regulation and barriers
to access that govern micromobility
use, will different ideas of “acceptable”
practices emerge in different settings,
and to what effect? Could municipalities
and operators incentivize, or “nudge”,
users to adopt considerate behaviours
rather than imposing rules? How might
the design of streetscapes help?
One area where operators are
already influencing behaviour is by
using cost models that incentivize

maximum speeds — pricing by duration
of hire motivates people to reach their
destination as quickly as possible.
Building in some consideration of the
relationship between distance and time
could encourage safer, more considerate
travelling behaviour. Operators already
levy a fine on users who park in prohibited
areas, but they could also offer a discount
for riders who move a vehicle from an
inconvenient location to somewhere
with greater demand.
For all micromobility’s potential, there
is a risk that it could create or exacerbate
inequalities. One faultline is age: younger
groups are more likely users, while older
people are more likely to state they will
never use it due to a greater ambivalence
towards new technology. As e-bikes and
scooters become more popular, they
could negatively impact the economic
viability of other modes of transport,
potentially leading to greater gaps in
provision for groups who are less able or
willing to use them, such as people with
reduced mobility and parents with young
children. Policymakers can mitigate
against this by regulating services to

“For all
micromobility’s
potential, there is
a risk that it could
create or exacerbate
inequalities. One
faultline is age”

ensure they meet the needs of users in
economically deprived areas, and that
they are accessible to people who do
not own a smartphone or a credit card.
Operator Bird offers discounts for those
on low incomes, text message services
and cash payment options, while in
San Francisco, Jump has significantly
reduced prices for people enrolled on
several low-income schemes.
More positively, micromobility could
help to reduce social and geographical
isolation as an additional first/last mile
mode — anecdotal evidence suggests
that when people are riding devices
in mixed-use areas they experience a
greater degree of interaction with other
users, driven in part by safety concerns,
but also because people enjoy using
them. After all, zipping through car
traffic on an e-bike or e-scooter is not
only easy, convenient and practical, it’s
fun too.
The authors are transport planners,
strategy consultants and data analysts
at WSP, based in Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, Sweden, the UK and the US
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#CLIMATESTRIKES #TRANSITIONENGINEERING

#CARBONTARGETS #SUPPLYCHAINS #HIDDENIMPACTS

WHAT ARE YOU
REBELLING AGAINST?
Extinction Rebellion are right to be angry. But unless they know exactly
what they want, they’re doomed to fail, says Susan Krumdieck

O

utrage, combined with fear for our
own lives and wellbeing, compels
us to take to the streets. And so here we
are with the ever more outraged group
responses to runaway global warming:
350.org, the student strikes for climate,
Extinction Rebellion. They are right
about the injustice and the danger, and
they have new and powerful avenues
for forming groups and drawing on
our collective outrage. But if you point
out to them that protests — no matter
how big — have a low probability of
effecting the change required, they will
not appreciate your analysis.
Protesting is an essential activity
for free societies. It fulfils our human
need to react to injustice, and it has
been very effective over the last
century, playing an important role in
social change and essential progress.
Protesting, particularly by youth, was
instrumental in achieving suffrage,
ending apartheid, stopping destruction
of historical landmarks and wilderness,
gaining marriage rights for all. However,
if the direct remedy to the injustice
is not the focused purpose of the
demonstrations, then protesting can

be a distraction rather than a driving
force. In the case of climate change,
protests do not apply targeted pressure
for specific changes. Media coverage
of protests just hammers the wedge
further into the social divide between
entrenched positions.
There is a big problem with climate
change outrage: the protest marches
themselves have come to be seen as
the action that is required. Protesters
are blinkered by the dopamine hit they
get from expressing their outrage and
by thinking that they’re taking action.
The September 2019 Global Climate
Strike was the largest protest of all
time, with an estimated 7.6 million
participating in 185 countries. The
protest demanded urgent action to
tackle global heating and to stabilize
the climate. The Global Climate Strike
website says that 6,135 “actions” took
place over that week in September. But
isn’t climate action actually about rapidly
reducing emissions? The inspiration for
the strikes, Greta Thunberg, later said
that they had “achieved nothing”.
National and local governments
around the world have set emissions

reduction targets and many have
declared climate emergency. In reality,
we are on a business-as-usual path that
will produce runaway global warming
with CO2 concentration over 550 parts

“What does ‘fight
climate change’
mean? You can’t fight
thermodynamics”

per million. This business-as-usual
scenario includes climate change
protests with even bigger crowds and
ever better placards and more superglue.
But the correlation between outrage
and emissions has not changed — more
alarm does not reduce emissions.
What does “fight climate change”
mean? You can’t fight thermodynamics.
How would you “tackle global heating”?
You can’t change the balance of energy.
But the forward operating environment
for meeting the COP21 limits is easy to
determine. With a spreadsheet, we can
find that the rate of emissions decline
that will allow a smooth progress from
35 gigatons of carbon today to zero by
2050 is a 10% reduction per year.
Imagine that the major climate protest
organizations focused their efforts on a
demand for a planned oil, coal and gas
production retreat of 10% per year. The
marches would be directed at the oil, coal
and gas production companies in their

countries or the importing agencies. The
only action that matters is the production
retreat. Everything else will be worked
out through ingenuity and enterprise
and policies to ensure fair play. As soon
as the retreat was announced, there
would be a boom in activity to redesign,
redevelop, reuse and regenerate oil-era
infrastructure, economic models and
systems. Everything would transition
along with the oil supply, and the
transition of everything would achieve
the decrease in CO2 emissions.
Imagine it’s 2120 and the Great
Emissions Retreat was successful.
Things are pretty different but most of
the durable elements of 2019 are still
being used, albeit in surprising ways.
What has not changed is that people
still get together to demonstrate their
outrage about unjust, unacceptable
activities of companies or governments.
They still use protest, targeted at specific
actions by specific organizations or
individuals, and laser-focused on
enforcing a sustainable balance between
extraction and regeneration. They can
do this because social norms and rules
prohibit unsustainable exploitation and
place limits on extraction, production
and service enterprises. Achieving
sustainable balance is designed into
technologies and monitoring systems
so it is clear when the rules are violated.
Reshaping social norms and rules
will result from the adaptive strategies
of rationality and sobriety, imposed by
the reality of the fossil fuel production
retreat. The climate protesters are right
about the scale of change that will “save
the planet”. The students on strike are
right to be outraged by the injustice they
must endure. I hope they can focus their
demands for change on the one action
that gives them a chance to build a
sustainable future. And I will join them.

FIVE REASONS TO ASK YOUR SUPPLIERS THE TOUGH QUESTIONS
CARBON EMISSIONS DON’T RESPECT CORPORATE BOUNDARIES, SAYS KEALY HERMAN
You can’t meet your
targets alone
Organizations are
increasingly setting
science-based
targets to identify
how much and how
quickly they need
to reduce their
greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions
based on the latest
climate scenarios.
And when they do,
they often find that
their value chain
accounts for a
substantial portion
of the total. So to
truly address climate
change, it’s not
enough to focus on
direct emissions from
company operations
— you have to engage
with suppliers too.

Susan Krumdieck is a professor at the
University of Canterbury, New Zealand,
director of its Advanced Energy and
Material Systems Lab, and co-founder
of the Global Association for Transition
Engineering. Read her previous
articles on transition engineering at
the-possible.com/transition-engineering
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What you don’t
know can hurt you
Developing targets
for GHG emissions
generated upstream
is daunting, given
the difficulty of
obtaining quality
data from thousands
of potential sources.
But that’s all the
more reason to do
it: supply chain
disruption is a critical
issue. As climate
change increases
the frequency and
severity of extreme
weather events,
organizations are
more vulnerable to
disruption, often
originating not from
immediate suppliers
but those a step
or two removed.
According to the
Business Continuity
Institute’s 2019
Supply Chain
Resilience survey,
more than a third
of disruptions arose
from tier 2 and 3
suppliers, and this
proportion is rising.

Soon you may not
have a choice
Climate science is
rapidly changing
the regulatory
and political
landscape too, as
more jurisdictions
implement GHG
control mechanisms
such as cap-andtrade, carbon taxes
and mandatory
disclosure. Setting
supplier targets helps
reduce exposure
to regulatory risk.
Companies that have
proactively assessed
their carbon risks will
be better prepared
to meet mandatory
requirements
and participate in
voluntary schemes.

The reputational
stakes are rising
More and more
organizations
are realizing the
reputational risks
that the actions of
their suppliers can
expose them to. For
example, growing
public concern over
deforestation caused
by commodities
including palm oil,
timber, cattle and soy
is affecting consumer
purchasing decisions,
leaving companies
scrambling to reduce
these impacts from
their supply chains.
What will the next
environmental
scandal be?
Organizations that do
not fully understand
the impact of
their products and
services could find
themselves on the
back foot.

Necessity is the
mother of invention
The transition
to a low-carbon
economy means
developing lowcarbon processes,
technologies,
services and
products —
potentially creating
new revenue
streams. Working
with suppliers to
reduce emissions
drives innovation,
and encourages
operational and
material efficiency,
all of which reduces
cost and enhances
profitability.
Organizations that
have already started
innovating raise the
bar for others to
follow suit.
Kealy Herman is a
project director in
sustainability, energy
and climate change at
WSP in the US
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#ACCESSIBILITY #DIGITALSTREETS #CLEVERNOTSMART

“One of the things that decluttering has led to
is a lot of public spaces that look exactly the
same: the same paving, the same minimalist
stainless-steel benches. It’s all very sterile”

WALKING IN SOMEONE
ELSE’S SHOES
Inclusive design specialist Ross Atkin discusses why placemaking often fails disabled
citizens, the dangers of decluttering, and how to build a people-friendly smart city

Why focus on inclusive design?
After I left university, I got a job designing
street furniture — which I’d never really
thought about before. One of my first
projects was to design a range that
was compliant with the Disability
Discrimination Act, which had just
come into force in the UK. I was trying
to meet these requirements, and I was
really frustrated about not understanding
where they had come from. When you’re
trying to design something and you can’t
do it exactly the way they’ve drawn it,
you want to know what the next best
thing is. And when all you’ve got is a
requirement, you don’t really have that
information. I wanted to know what it
was about this requirement that people
actually need, and can we do it better?
So how can we do it better?
I had an opportunity to do a research
project at the Helen Hamlyn Centre

for Design at the Royal College of
Art, which involved following nine
people with sight loss as they made
unaccompanied journeys around
the streets. They provided a running
commentary on where we were and
how they were feeling, and the whole
journey was videoed and subsequently
analyzed. Even just from that, I realized
there were so many things that we
could do differently in the way we put
streets together — from the way we
design roadworks to the use of tactile
paving — that would make life easier
for disabled people without necessarily
making things more difficult for
anyone else.
There’s a lot of stuff that I think is really
important, but other people don’t view
as evidence. Particularly in engineering,
people want to use quantitative methods,
so you end up doing simulations with
large quantities of people, or surveys

involving large quantities of people. But
if you want to get insights that you can
actually base a design on, that’s not a
very useful methodology. If you record
a video of someone doing something
in the public realm, on the other hand,
that is an extremely powerful way of
understanding what they need.
You have written critically about
shared-space schemes, which are
designed to remove many of the
features that separate pedestrians
and traffic. Do modern attempts at
“placemaking” often overlook the
needs of disabled citizens?
There’s a tendency to take quite a broadbrush approach in urban design, when
what actually makes good places is good
detailed design. For example, people
talk a lot about street furniture and
signage as clutter, but it’s meaningless.
Some stuff is clutter, some stuff isn’t.

You have to understand how each
element affects different people — so
for example, guardrails can be really
important for helping people with sight
loss to find crossing points. Now in
recent years, one of the first things that
places have done to improve their public
realm is to get rid of guardrails. They’ve
often had very good reasons but they
haven’t necessarily understood all of the
consequences. And they’ve ended up
making life more difficult for a certain
set of people.
We ’re c u r re n t l y b u i l d i n g a n
accessibility tool for the City of London,
and we’re going to shadow 52 people.
The idea is to break the street down
into specific features, so we can get
a proper understanding of how those
elements affect different people, and
ultimately feed this information into
a matrix that can be used in the City’s
planning decisions.
P46

Is there a danger that you could end
up with bland places that all have the
same features?
I feel there’s a very good defence to
be made of street furniture in terms of
placemaking as well as accessibility.
One of the things that decluttering has
led to is a lot of public spaces that look
exactly the same: the same paving, the
same minimalist stainless-steel benches.
It’s all very sterile.
In London, this has had some totally
baffling repercussions. Recently, there’s
been this trend to reinject a sense of
place by painting artworks in the area
between the studs on a signalized
crossing. This is a safety-critical piece
of infrastructure that always needs to
look the same, and now there are people
with sight loss who are confused, and
some neuro-diverse people who are
overstimulated. It’s literally the worst
place you could inject personality.

But I feel that part of the reason why
people want to do that is because all
these places feel the same. And actually,
people love Victorian street furniture.
And there’s so much you can do with
a bench to give somewhere a sense of
place. That doesn’t mean that I think it’s
right to put up metal poles with parking
hour signs on them everywhere …
One of your responses to making cities
more inclusive has been to design a
range of street furniture that connects
with users’ digital devices and adapts
the city to their needs — for example,
by making street lighting brighter or
signal crossings longer. Is this what a
digitally enabled city should look like?
There are people that are against the idea
of the smart city, and I think they’re often
right to be. But it seems a shame also to
be against the principle of using digital
technology to solve problems for citizens.

For the stuff that I design to work, people
need to trust it. I’ve been doing this
telecare-based project to support older
people to live independently in their own
homes. The users were very preoccupied
about what data was being collected and
had very clear views about what was and
wasn’t appropriate. And we realized that,
actually, there was data that you could
collect that they were completely happy
with as long as they understood where
it was going. But if you do it badly, you
can blow it for everyone.
Can you build a smart city in a less
intrusive way?
We already have — London’s a good
example of that. It doesn’t show up in
any of the big tech companies’ case
studies on smart cities, but things like the
Transport for London API give you this
incredibly complete real-time picture, yet
it’s cobbled together in a very crafty way

from all these disparate systems, some
of which are incredibly old. For example,
the way it knows the location of the
Tube trains is from a switch circuit that’s
closed by the axle of the train between
the two rails. The system has been there
since before the Second World War, and
used to show up as lights on a board in
the London Underground control room,
but at some point they were converted
into bits and ended up in the API.
They didn’t go to Cisco or IBM and
say, right, let’s make London smart.
They were like, well, okay, we’ve got all
this stuff, so how can we connect it?
They’ve done it in an efficient and clever
way, and they have built the smart city
from the bottom up.
Ross Atkin is director of Ross Atkin
Associates, based in London. He won
the Emerging Designer Medal at the
2019 London Design Festival
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KEY TO THE
KINGDOM
In the digitally driven future, buildings and cities will only be as open
as the data that supports them. Ownership of, and access to, that data
will be one of the defining issues of the information age
W O RD S B Y D E B I K A R AY

K

nowledge is power, they say —
and if that’s the case, we are now
more powerful than ever. In 2013, IBM
estimated that we were producing
2.5 quintillion (that’s 18 zeros) bytes
of data every day and that 90% of the
data in the world had been created
in the previous two years — set to
reach 44 trillion gigabytes this year,
according to the EMC Digital Universe
study. Over the past decade, the cost
of smart technology and sensors has
plummeted, while our ability to process
and handle information has improved
exponentially. The resulting ubiquity
of data, and the growing Internet of
Things (IoT), offers public bodies and
businesses the opportunity to innovate,
make better-informed decisions and
enhance the quality of our lives. City
mobility can be more efficient if we
know when and how people need to
travel, energy use in buildings can be
optimized with biometric data from

users, and financial services tailored
to spending habits.
With that ability, however, comes
a host of practical, ethical and legal
concerns: how is this detailed, complex
and often personal information being
collected and stored? Who owns it and
who has access to it? Private data can
easily be manipulated from us without
full consent or fall into the wrong
hands, while the digitization of urban
infrastructure makes us vulnerable to
new forms of cyber attack — think of the
impact if hackers were to target traffic
lights on fast, busy roads.
The sheer speed at which the
context is changing makes it difficult
for legislation, governance and corporate
practice to keep up. “I think the number
one thing that characterizes the data
world is immaturity,” says Richard Tyson,
director of the Intelligent Places group at
architect Gensler. “We’re in an emergent
place — a sort of Wild West.”
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SHAREDSTREET SPIRIT
Tech project shows how open mapping data can empower cities

“The number one thing that
characterizes the data world is
immaturity. We’re in an emergent
place — a sort of Wild West”
Richard Tyson, Gensler

US-based non-profit SharedStreets is seeking to transform the way that maps
work by creating a global, open-source referencing system for transport data
and urban infrastructure. “We wanted to empower cities with the tools to
ingest and output data in a way that was precise and machine-readable but not
proprietary,” says co-director Mollie Pelon McArdle. The project is a response
to the fact that corporations such as Google invest a lot of money safeguarding
the infrastructure on their maps, preventing information being used beyond
their own systems. SharedStreets, by contrast, works by attaching a series
of numbers and letters to locations without the need for a common map.

urban data trust was proposed to manage
the collection and use of information

This emerging space creates an
opportunity for governments and
businesses to collaborate and adapt,
says Lucy Casacia, who leads WSP’s
smart solutions business in Canada. She
points to the work in Toronto to plan a
new kind of smart community on the
city’s waterfront. “Discussions between
public and private sector teams resulted
in the proposal that an independent,
government-sanctioned urban data

be gathered, who should own it and who
should have access to it. The answers will
define whether our cities and buildings
work for or against the public good —
and whether we feel safe and protected
rather than exposed and vulnerable as
a result.
Where should data come from?
In recent years, the issue of how
and why data can be gathered has
received particular attention, thanks
to the introduction of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
in the European Union and similar
initiatives elsewhere. These rules force
organizations to seek unambiguous
permission when holding and sharing
personal data.

One outcome is likely to be the
emergence of new ways of obtaining
consent . Oliver Larsson, head of
telecoms at WSP in the Nordics, is
working on a pilot project in Stockholm
inspired by the way in which we hand
over our information to websites.
“We’re looking to create a big-data
platform in collaboration with the
mobile telecommunications operator
and local stores, hotels and real estate
owners,” he says. “When citizens visit a
web page, they have to accept a cookie
in order to get access to free wifi. By
accepting the cookie, they share data
about themselves such as location
and payment interactions. The local
businesses also commit to sharing data,
for example about their turnover per day

Similar aims are at the heart of the Open Transport Partnership, a global
initiative led by the World Bank with open-mapping platform Mapzen that
aims to make traffic data — from drivers working for several rideshare
companies — open to the world. It builds on a pilot project in Manila, where
many residents spend hours stuck in traffic every day. The platform drew
on anonymized data from the smartphones of 500,000 drivers operating
as part of rideshare company Grab, to analyze peak congestion and travel
times. The Open Transport Partnership intends to expand to cities in Malaysia,
Brazil and Colombia.
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Visualization SharedStreets

Toronto’s waterfront, where an independent

trust control how data is collected and
used over the project area. This is a
catalyst for advancement, and helped
shorten a cycle that might otherwise
have taken years.”
One thing to remember is that data
itself is neither positive nor negative.
“The term ‘smart city’ is nothing more
than a marketing tool — it doesn’t
actually mean anything,” says Renate
Samson, senior policy adviser at the
Open Data Institute. The success or
failure of our digitally driven future will
depend on how we handle the data
that’s available to us — not just from a
technical point of view, but how we set
up the frameworks that govern its use.
At the heart of this are three
intertwined questions: how data should

Photo Valentino Visentini / Alamy Stock Photo

Above WSP was involved in plans to
create a new kind of smart community on

At present, it is primarily partnering with transport apps such as Uber and
Lyft, which share their pick-up and drop-off data, but it is also interested in
data produced by city authorities, for example about construction projects
and street closures — it is currently in partnership with the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey. In 2020, it plans to focus on kerb regulations,
such as parking and loading information. Ultimately, the hope is that cities
can be empowered to shape themselves in a manner that is not directly
controlled by private entities. “We think cities need to own the data about
the rules and regulations that are attached to their infrastructure as well as
the infrastructure maps themselves,” McArdle says.

or margins on certain products.” In this
case, the impetus may be commercial,
which comes with its own set of ethical
questions, but Larsson believes the
model has wider applications: “It could
help work out how citizens move around
in the case of an emergency, or how a big
event could affect parking in the area.”
The question of consent is about
more than ease, of course — it’s about
whether we feel comfortable giving
away ever more personal information.
Jaco Cronje, an IoT solution architect
at WSP in Houston, cites the ability of
building owners to optimize lighting
and energy use if they have access to
biometric data from tenants: “But it
does require employees to make use
of wearables and to willingly give away

information about their heart rates,
for example.” He believes that there
has been a shift in attitudes with the
advent of fitness apps and other tracking
devices. “Medical companies are already
offering incentives for access to your
biometric data, so we could see that
moving into office environments as well.”
Who should own it?
The issue of who owns data after it is
collected is also in flux. Gensler’s Tyson
is concerned by the implications of the
oversaturated digital start-up market:
“What happens to the data when these
companies go out of business or get
acquired?” In the context of construction,
he says, data-driven insights are
informing how buildings are designed
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EINDHOVEN’S SMART SOCIETY
The Dutch city is piloting a data governance charter that aims to protect citizens’ privacy while making data more freely available

“Just because people can have control
over their data, it doesn’t mean that
they’re going to share it wisely”
Teresa Scassa, University of Ottawa

data is generated by public-private
partnerships, says Teresa Scassa, a
researcher in information law and policy
at the University of Ottawa. As a result,
alternative models are emerging —
on one hand, a drift towards greater
individual control; on the other, the idea
of independent or collective ownership.
“The notion that the individual has
agency over their personal data is gaining
popularity,” she says, “though it’s further
developed in Europe than North America
because of GDPR.”
In many cases, the focus has been
on consumer data rights in particular
sectors, such as financial services,
energy and telecommunications. Smart
cities are more tricky because of the
multitude of overlapping services, apps
and players involved, but the concept
is gaining currency. “A model that puts
the individual at the centre helps to
prevent data monopolies, which helps
innovators and start-ups,” explains
Scassa. “It also gives individuals more

control and choice, because their data is
not stuck with one company — it makes
moving service provider easier.”
In practice, though, the level of control
an individual can have is limited, she
adds. “Notionally, we’re in control of our
data right now, in that we can consent
to it being collected and used, but that
isn’t very meaningful. People may have
control over who to share their data
with, but companies will compete hard
to get that information from you, so
there’s always a risk that individuals are
exploited and targeted by fraud, poorquality services or privacy breaches. Just
because people can have control over
their data, it doesn’t mean that they’re
going to share it wisely.”
Data trusts appear to get around
some of these issues, in that they
cede control to an independent body
managing data for the common good
and making it publicly available, rather
than it being hoarded in silos. From a
political perspective, the logic is that

The city is now focusing on converting data collected
in the public realm into a form that is actually useful
for potential partners — simply making it available
isn’t enough. To this end, it has established a data
inventory and appointed a data steward, responsible
for classifying data for reuse and setting its value.
“In Eindhoven, we have stated that data collected
in public space is also open data,” he adds. “What’s
already been collected is not collected again, and
we reuse where possible. This demands something
from the companies that work with the municipality.
When you want data to be reused, you have to first
classify it by privacy, security, quality and usability.”

Eindhoven’s Smart Society Charter, drafted over a
series of citizen-led workshops and consultations,
is intended to be a “living document” and sets
out seven data principles for smart city agents to
“adopt, extend and reflect on”. The first principle is
a guarantee of privacy for citizens and users, giving
everyone insight into what is being collected and how
it is to be used. The others prioritize accessibility,
open standards, shared infrastructure and software,
modularity for flexible growth, rigorous security, and
the acceptance of social responsibility. The aim is
to stimulate the market to deliver new business
models and services, lowering barriers to entry, while
protecting citizens from exploitation and unforeseen
consequences, now and in the future.
data paid for by taxes — for example,
transport data gathered from publicly
funded infrastructure — should not
have to be paid for again and that we
should all reap the benefits of, say, the
improvements in commuting times
that can be derived from it. In theory,
this could be combined with forms of
licensing and revenue sharing. “There is
a sense that individuals and the collective
interest are protected by this model,
where a body sets parameters over the
ethical use of data,” says Scassa.
Who should have access to it?
So far the value of data as a commodity
has led to a somewhat proprietorial
attitude. Scassa suggests, however,
that businesses are starting to see the
advantages of pooling information with
competitors — not least because this
may become inevitable. Cities too might
have reason to keep certain types of
information to themselves to secure
an edge in the competition to attract

The charter was adopted by all Dutch municipalities
in November 2019, but new legislation will still be
needed, says a spokesperson for the municipality:

Photo Intel

and operated, via collaborative systems
such as building information modelling
(BIM) and digital twins. “But when you
sell the building, who gets that data?”
As the traditional dichotomy between
public and private becomes increasingly
simplistic, the involvement of private
actors in governmental activities is
blurring the boundaries. Who owns
data that is generated by a contractor
managing traffic light sensors for a
municipality? WSP researcher Joel
Burton encountered this dilemma on
the oneTRANSPORT project in the UK,
when studying the feasibility of granting
public access to transport data held by
local authorities. “When contracts come
up for renewal, hopefully they will have
somebody clever enough to say where,
for a service that is generating data,
there need to be clauses that explicitly
pull ownership of that data back to the
council. Don’t sign away your rights.”
In smart cities, the waters are further
muddied by the fact that so much

“We are still developing the tools, as technology is
moving faster than laws and regulations can keep
up with.”

The Dutch city of Eindhoven has long been a
technology hub, as the home of global electronics
giant Philips. More recently, it has become a testbed
for data governance, one of ten cities funded by
the European Commission’s SmartImpact project
to develop the structures and processes needed
to plan, finance, develop and manage a smart city.

Ensuring that municipalities retain control over
how their data is exchanged is a growing challenge,
according to Alanus von Radecki, lead expert on the
SmartImpact project and head of urban governance
innovation at the Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial
Engineering in Germany. He is working with the
International Data Spaces Association, which
develops digital sovereignty standards, to support
local authorities to act as data brokers.

“We’re developing so-called ‘connectors’ that attach
the conditions for data sharing to the individual data
sets,” he explains. “That means that when you share
it, it comes with a condition that you can only use it
for that purpose — it’s not attached as a document,
but hard-coded in.” This, he says, would factor data
sovereignty into the urban environment, enabling
organizations to buy and sell data in the certainty
that it will only be used as prescribed.
Pilots are taking place in Eindhoven and other
cities, but are still at an early stage. Developing
contracts that work for everyone is difficult, as is
balancing the value of open data with the costs of
collecting and processing it: “The question is how
we can provide as much data as openly and freely as
possible, without jeopardizing these opportunities for
our local community of start-ups and businesses.”
Von Radecki believes that data governance is crucial
to smart cities: “With urban data platforms you can
enable a lot of different services and applications,
and these things need to be steered by connected
systems that aggregate data, increasingly in real
time in one platform. So the way you set up that
platform, who you set it up with, and how it’s financed,
managed and operated becomes a core question.”

Left Eindhoven’s network of Citybeacons can provide free
wifi, but this function is currently not available because of
European GDPR legislation and data privacy concerns.
Under the Smart Society Charter, the municipality classes
all data collected in public space as open data, but it is also
committed to guaranteeing citizens’ privacy
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THE WORLD’S FIRST DATA EMBASSY
Estonia’s emergency back-up is housed in Luxembourg but remains sovereign territory
state. After discussions with several countries,
it settled on an alternative: the world’s first “data
embassy” in a high-security data centre in eastern
Luxembourg, which has long stored data for NATO
and the European Union. “We needed to find likeminded countries willing to sign an interstate contract
based on the principles of the Vienna Convention,”
says project director Allan Allmere. “That meant a
location where the embassy would be intact and part
of the country’s territory, as is the case with ordinary
embassies. But the hardest part was creating a
legal document that no one in the world had done
before.” The centre has the same protections as
a traditional embassy, so the host country cannot
access the data. The hardware was purchased and
is managed by the Estonian authorities to mitigate
some of the risks of losing control to another nation.

In response, the Estonian government considered
backing up its data in two forms to ensure continuity
in the case of an emergency: a virtual embassy for
data in a privately owned public cloud, and a physical
embassy for data in a friendly foreign country. The
former was piloted in partnership with Microsoft,
but was deemed to offer insufficient control to the

Photo Sergei Zjuganov

A pilot project by Estonia could prove to be a model
for countries seeking to retain sovereignty over
their data, even if it is stored on servers on the
other side of the world. Over the past 20 years,
the Baltic state has developed into what Wired
magazine called “the most advanced digital society
in the world” — 46.7% of Estonians now use
internet voting and 99% of its services are online.
Alongside this cyber-security risks have grown.
In 2007, attacks originating from Russia took 58
of its websites offline at once, including those of
the government, newspapers and banks. Since
Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014, concerns
have been amplified.

Allmere says that several countries have been in
touch with his team about adopting the model, some
because they face potential security breaches, others
wanting to protect their data in case of earthquakes

or floods. He has also been approached by countries
considering offering data embassy services within
their borders.
According to Teresa Scassa, information law
researcher at the University of Ottawa, it’s difficult
to know whether such projects, with no legal
precedent, will face barriers in international law.
“It is an approach that depends upon the stability
and trustworthiness of the country in which the data
embassy is located,” she says. In practical terms, she
points out that vital government data can change
quickly — for example, entries in land title registers
are made many times a day. “So one challenge
for a data embassy that essentially functions as a
secure back-up of domestic government systems is
remaining up-to-date. If anything happened to the
principal systems, for example, what confidence
could there be in the version maintained in the data
embassy? There may be technological solutions for
this, and I understand that blockchain may be part
of it. But it is an important issue.”

“We needed to find like-minded countries
that were willing to sign an interstate
contract based on the principles of the
Vienna Convention”
Allan Allmere, Ministry of Economic
Affairs and Communications, Estonia
Above A data centre in Tallinn. In 2007, cyber attacks
originating from Russia took 58 of Estonia’s government,
financial and newspaper websites offline at once

talent and tax revenues — but they
may be far more willing to share it in
the interest of tackling problems such
as climate change. The Open Data
Institute’s Samson also points to the
transport app CityMapper as an example
of how open data can benefit everyone.
“We believe non-personal data — for
example, movements around hospitals,
parks and schools — should be made as
openly available as possible in order to
generate opportunities for more startups to help governments make better
decisions and improve society,” she says.
Henry Okraglik, global director of
WSP Digital in Melbourne, has noticed
a sharp rise in public bodies seeking to
open up their data. “Over the last four or
five years, there has come an expectation
that governments will publish data and
make it available to citizens freely and
in a format that makes it digestible
and usable. Pretty much every tier of
government is producing some degree
of open data for their citizens now.”
Of course, there will continue to be a
need to protect information that’ s vital
to national security. This is becoming
increasingly complicated in an era
where data has no fixed location. Scassa
warns of the unintended consequences
of governments storing their data in
foreign jurisdictions — for example,
data stored in the US is subject to
government access under the Patriot
Act. “What happens if your national
security authorities need access to data
in order to investigate crimes, and there
are problems between the two countries
and they are refused access? Or if data
about your city’s infrastructure is stored
by a private sector company in another
country, and it goes bankrupt?”
Questions of data sovereignty are
now forming part of trade negotiations,
and some innovative solutions are
emerging — among them, Estonia’s
creation of the very first “data embassy”
in Luxembourg (see opposite). “Estonia’s
economy has been targeted by major
cyber attacks from within Russia,
so they have backed up their data in
Luxembourg, but in servers that are
considered Estonian territory, so aren’t
subject to local laws.”

“A Netscape 1.0 world”
Not all barriers are abstract. Some are
practical. There is, for example, the
challenge of bringing legacy systems
up to date. The advent of cheaper
cloud computing has made it easier
to integrate separate data sources,
but there is still some way to go when
it comes to common standards. The
World Council on City Data is striving
to develop an international ISO standard
for all cities to follow, which should
facilitate compatibility.
At a building level, Gensler’s Tyson
says that the UK, the EU and China
are making strides towards national
standards for the use of BIM, enabling
better collaboration on design and
construction. “But we’re in a kind of
Netscape 1.0 world when it comes to
digital transformation,” he says. “We have
put a lot of technology into buildings
that can collect data, but to create truly
adaptive buildings, data designers need
to be at the front of the process.”
This is something Okraglik’s team
sought to do on a project in New South
Wales. “A lot of smart cities go down the
path of picking solutions, such as smart
parking or security,” he says. “Here, we’ve
approached it from the point of view
that you need a unified data platform
and all of those applications come later.
Unless you can get all the data from
your moisture sensors, garbage bins
and so on correlated and interpreted,
they are always going to be siloed and
you’ll never derive the wider benefits.”
As part of this project, Okraglik
encountered another problem: the need,
as data becomes ubiquitous, for nonspecialists to be able to handle it. “The
client wanted to work with data without
assistance, but most local governments
don’t have that expertise, so we had to
build a user interface that was foolproof
for a non-technical person.”
Meanwhile, legal and compliance
structures are failing to keep up with
contemporary demands. Cronje worked
on a project where combining medical
records and patient movement data
could have improved the hospital
experience, but rules prohibited medical
data from being connected to any other

system. “Data means nothing in isolation
— it’s when you cross-correlate it with
other sources that it becomes valuable.
A lot of the regulations that dictate
which types of data can be shared were
created in the 1970s, 80s and 90s, when
our current processing power was not
in place, and they are in some ways a
stifling factor.”
Amid all the practical questions, there
remains the issue of how amenable both
citizens and organizations will be to the
realities of the information age. Cronje
points to the overwhelming volume and
complexity of data being generated.
“I think there will be a pullback in the
opposite direction to the point that
clients are going to keep doing business
the way they always have done,” he says.
“Part of the challenge for engineers is
to ensure that technology has not been
implemented in such a way that it is too

far ahead of what the client actually
needs.” His job entails a certain amount
of “right-sizing” — so that when systems
are handed over, they are manageable
yet scalable.
And getting the public on board
remains critical for success. “People
are concerned about the idea that their
actions are going to be monitored and
controlled,” says Casacia. She thinks
that better communication will be
the key. “If city authorities are more
transparent about who is getting the
benefit of sharing data, then people
may be more ready to adopt something
that’s different.” It’s not about chasing
technology for the sake of it, she adds:
“You need to have a real purpose and
make meaningful use of the data in a
way that benefits more than one party,
that gives users choices and offers
improvements in quality of life.”
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THE SMARTEST PLACE I KNOW
PETE SWANSON / PROPERTY TECHNOLOGIST

“THIS WILL BE THE DECADE
OF THE DIGITAL TWIN”
W

hat’s so smart about a digital
t win? Perhaps the better
question is, what hasn’t been smart
about design and construction in the
past? And the sad answer is: a lot. Over
the last 50 years, society has achieved
enormous productivity gains in almost
every sector, but our industry has
lagged behind.

W

ith building information
modelling (BIM), there has been
a tendency to have different models. A
digital twin unifies information in one
validated environment that everybody
shares. The idea is that there’s a golden
thread all the way from the initial design
through the selection of an item, its
specification, its manufacture, its delivery
to site, its installation and its wholelife operation.

B

IM was introduced 15 years ago,
but increasing tech adoption in
the construction industry has been
accompanied by a decline in productivity.
We didn’t remove inefficiency in the
design process, we just digitized it.
Digital twins hold the potential to
actually change workflows. It’s not about
replacing people, it’s about enabling
them to do more complex tasks faster
and better. By enabling us to really
understand a design and optimize it,
digital twins will reduce uncertainty,
delay and mistakes.

T

he advantage of lagging behind is
that you can learn from others. Back
in the 1990s, the semiconductor industry
hit a wall when computer chips got so
complex that humans couldn’t optimize
them any more. Now they do it by setting
parameters for processing capability,
memory and specialist functions and
using the design engine to test many
different configurations. A design team
could never generate that many options.
But now they can use their expertise to
evaluate them, rather than spending
time on the calculations.

It’s not about replacing people, it’s about enabling them to do
more complex tasks faster and better

M

achine learning and AI will be
important as this evolves, but
we have to be realistic about what’s
achievable. One limitation is our ability
to define a good outcome: the more
complex a design, the more sophisticated
the parameters need to be. Then we have
to feed those models — you need a large
quantity of information and the ability to
validate it to really train and hone those
tools. With a skyscraper or a very large
development like an airport, it would be
very hard to do that, simply in terms of
having enough comparable scenarios.

T

his will be the decade of the digital
twin. There will still be outliers — the
smallest bespoke scenarios that don’t
support a twin, up to the largest, most
complex scenarios. But even there, at
the eight-to-ten year mark, we might
see that people have more thoroughly
adopted twins because they’ve become
part of the workflow. We think that’s the
biggest challenge: finding a new way
of working that everyone can adopt,
because that’s what’s going to drive
change rather than the capability.

W

e’ve been reducing our carbon
impact by eliminating concrete
and moving to cross-laminated timber
(CLT). The digital twin enables this
kit-of-parts approach, but it works the
other way too — it’s the modular and the
more readily configurable that allows
you to leverage what a twin can do.
When you have to bring the right pieces
to site at the right time and put them
in the right places, you really need that
golden thread. You also realize how much
more efficient a team can be when they
can say, “OK, today we know we’ve got
pieces 21 through 46 arriving, and they
go together in this sequence”.

T

he capacity to develop faster will
be important for as long as we
can foresee. Every day, a million people
around the world move to cities. That
creates huge demand in terms of where
they live, work, rest. Where will they be
educated and cared for? Where will
the infrastructure come from? There’s
an existential need for humanity to
enable that urbanization to progress well.
Digital twins are an exciting innovation,
but they’re really just a necessity for
responding to that demand.
Pete Swanson is head of strategic
partnerships at Lendlease Technology
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The world spends a lot of money on healthcare.
But it’s not enough.
1

Between 1995 and 2016, global healthcare spending grew by 4%
per year to reach US$8 trillion, 8.6% of the world economy.[1]

2

This growth is expected to continue.

Healthcare spending is projected to continue to grow by 1.8% annually.

This growth was driven by economic development and by governments 		
prioritizing healthcare.
6.9%

$612

% of global
economy

Spending
per capita

8.9%

1995 $3.5 trillion

$1,264

% of global
economy

2030 $10.6 trillion

8.6%

$1,077

9.4%

2016 $8 trillion

P42

Spending
per capita

$1,667

2050 $15 trillion

It’s not evenly distributed.

The disparities will continue too …

l In 2016, 41.7% of total health spending was in the US

l 69.4% of this spending will be in countries currently considered
high-income
l In 2050, low-income countries will comprise 15.7% of the global population, but
still only 0.6% of spending on healthcare

l The countries of sub-Saharan Africa collectively comprised 1%
l High-income countries spent US$5,252 per citizen
l Upper-middle-income countries spent $491
l Lower-middle-income countries spent $81
l Low-income countries spent just $40
l Low-income countries are home to 10% of the global population,

but only 0.4% of global healthcare spending

COVID-19 has left healthcare systems around the world reeling — and
pandemics are just one of the heightened threats humanity faces over the
coming decades. How will we cope?

W O R D S B Y K ATI E PU C K E TT

But demand is increasing faster. That
4% annual increase in spending is just
2.7% per capita. The global population is
increasing, and people are living longer.
In 1950, average life expectancy at birth
was 47. Today, it is 72. By 2050, it is
projected to be 77, and by 2100, 82.[2]
A longer life doesn’t necessarily mean
a healthier one. Conditions that used to

be fatal can now be cured, but survivors
often have complex needs. The burden of
non-fatal disease and injury is rising, and
a greater number of people suffer from
multiple chronic conditions. Between
1990 and 2017, the global burden of
disability increased by 52%.[3]
With economic development and
prosperity comes a greater incidence

of non-communicable diseases such as
diabetes, heart disease and cancer — not
only in rich countries but in the emerging
economies of South-east Asia, Africa
and Latin America too. The prevalence
of obesity has nearly tripled worldwide
since 1975.[4] In 2017, non-communicable
diseases caused 73% of deaths and 80%
of disability worldwide.

Our expectations of healthcare are
increasing too. Patients are starting
to see themselves as consumers: they
have instant access to information via
their smartphones and wearables, and
they don’t understand why healthcare
can’t be like that too. There is growing
pressure on providers to modernize and
embrace new technologies.
P33

“Even in the wealthiest countries, we see health systems buckling under pressure. Health spending
must be scaled up right away to meet urgent needs and the surge in demand”
António Guterres, United Nations
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By 2050, there will be more than 1 billion people over 70.
Who’s going to take care of us?

Can technology fill the gap?
The last decade has seen a resurgence
in health R&D, particularly in medical
technology. Healthcare is second only
to IT in research, with worldwide R&D
spending reaching US$177bn in 2019.
The last ten years have seen strong
growth in patents too. In the world’s
top science and technology clusters,
medtech is now the most frequent field of
patenting. But this likely underestimates
the actual level of innovation, notes the
World Intellectual Property Organization,
as health-related R&D is taking place
in many other fields, including artificial
intelligence.[11] Regulatory agencies such
as the US Food and Drug Administration
have approved record numbers of novel
medical devices over the last five years,
heralding an era of breakthroughs in
material science, digital health and other
technologies,[12] while venture capital is
flooding into health start-ups.
New tools will diagnose problems,
cure diseases, improve efficiency and
disrupt business models. Genetics, stem
cell research and 3D printing will enable
more personalized treatments, while
automation, data analytics and AI will

“We do not have the capacity to meet growing demand.
That means we have to do things very, very differently”
Suzanne MacCormick, WSP
But there is still a shortage.

As the century progresses, the global
population will become progressively
older. In 2010, there were 350 million
people older than 70, and 11.8 people of
working age for each of them. By 2030,
the ratio of workers to over-70s will have
tumbled to 7.9, and by the end of the
century, it will be just 3.4.[5]

Today only half of all countries have
enough healthcare workers to deliver
quality services, and no country
is on track to meet all of the World
Health Organization’s health-related
Sustainable Development Goals by
2030.[7] The ageing population and
the rise in non-communicable diseases
will generate demand for 40 million
extra healthcare workers by 2030 —
which would mean doubling the current
workforce. Without action, the WHO
warns that there will be a shortfall of
18 million healthcare workers, particularly
in lower-income countries.[8]

The healthcare workforce is larger
than at any time in history. In OECD
countries, employment in health and
social work has grown by 42% since
2000, to encompass one in ten jobs.[6]

3

Healthcare workers of the future
are more likely to come from Africa
than anywhere else. Only Africa
is projected to have an old-age
dependency ratio in double figures
by the middle of this century, with
just under 16 workers to older
people, compared to 3.5 in North
America and just 2.7 in Europe.[9]

Number of older people, 2020-2100 [10]

Total
population
(billions)

2030

5.9

2035

6.8

2040

9.2

8.9

8.5

8.2

7.8

% of total
population
over 70

2025

7.7

8.7

2045

2050

2055

2060

2065

2070

2075

2080

2085

2090

2095

2100

9.5

9.7

10

10.2

10.3

10.5

10.6

10.7

10.8

10.8

10.9

10.9

9.8

10.7

11.3

12.1

13.0

13.7

14.1

14.5

15.0

15.6

16.2

16.8

17.3

Climate change

Air pollution

At the time of writing, more than 2 million cases of COVID-19

Climate change threatens food supplies, increases the

Outdoor air pollution causes 4.2 premature deaths annually.[16]

have been reported to the World Health Organization and

risk of exposure to extreme weather and wildfires, creates

By 2060, it is projected to prematurely kill 6-9 million people

more than 155,000 people have lost their lives. Epidemics

favourable conditions for the transmission of disease, and

worldwide each year, and cost 1% of global GDP as a result

are able to move faster and further than in the past, due to

exacerbates the effects of air pollution. “The life of every child

of sick days, medical bills and reduced agricultural output.[17]

globalization, greater connectivity and denser cities. “A new

born today will be profoundly affected by climate change,”

HIV, a new Ebola, a new plague, a new influenza pandemic

wrote The Lancet in 2019. “Without accelerated intervention,

are not mere probabilities … The only major uncertainty is

this new era will come to define the health of people at every

when they, or something equally lethal, will arrive,” the WHO

stage of their lives.”[15]

said in 2018.

COVID-19 was first reported to the WHO on

31 December 2019 from Wuhan, China; within eight weeks,
10.4

8.9

7.9

7.0

academic hospital network, UHN. “We’re
looking at how we can help people be
healthy or enable them to manage their
conditions at home, setting up systems
to monitor and keep them stable.”
In collaboration with cardiologist Dr
Heather Ross, Lovas’ team helped design
Medly, an app that monitors patients
at risk of heart failure, the single most
common reason for hospital admissions
in Canada. Every morning, patients check
in with their weight, blood pressure
and symptoms, and receive feedback
from Medly’s cloud-based algorithm
— perhaps a warning about their salt
intake or to increase their medication. If
they need more attention, a nurse will be

alerted. The system has
not removed the need for
human intervention, but it has changed
the number and types of role. “Over time,
we’ve made the system smarter and
we’ve increased the patient-to-nurse
ratio — we now have 400 patients to
one registered nurse. We don’t need a
physician to field every clinical question.”
Lovas is now design director of the
Smart Cancer Care initiative at Princess
Margaret Cancer Centre, one of the
world’s largest, which aims to reimagine
the future of cancer care. Since the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic, they have
successfully virtualized around 75% of
clinic visits. “We’re now exploring how
we can deepen virtual care, so that it’s
not just phone or video. We’re looking at
nurse-led virtual clinics, asynchronous
messaging, remote symptom tracking,
and automated follow-up visits — the
patient submits lab results, symptoms
scores and questions, and the clinician
reviews. If everything is okay and the
patient doesn’t want to see the doctor,
they just schedule the next follow-up
in 6-12 months.”

Epidemics

[14]

Number
of working
age people
for each
person
over 70

“With new technology and service
models, we’re increasingly able to
provide a lot of care outside hospital,”
says Mike Lovas, design director at
Healthcare Human Factors in Toronto,
a consultancy within Canada’s largest

Smart thermometer company
Kinsa has aggregated anonymized
data from its network of devices
and apps to create the US Health
Weather Map, showing the level of
flu-like symptoms — presumed to
indicate COVID-19 — in different
areas across the country.[13]

We also face new threats, the magnitude of which is still unknown

Proportion of total population
2020

underpin everything from robotic surgery
and diagnosis-by-algorithm to caregiver
support. Wearables will prevent illness
by flagging risk factors and nudging us
towards healthier lifestyles.
Healthcare is one of the biggest
targets for the big four tech companies,
with Alphabet, Apple, Amazon and
Microsoft all investing heavily in
R&D, acquisitions and collaborations.
Google has shown that its AI can detect
diseases such as lung or breast cancer
and acute kidney injury earlier and
with greater accuracy than traditional
methods. In a study with more than
400,000 participants, researchers at
Stanford University found the Apple
Watch reliably identified heart rate
irregularities that were confirmed to
be atrial fibrillation, a leading cause of
stroke and hospitalization.
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it had reached six out of seven continents.

4.6%

of global carbon dioxide emissions are
produced by the healthcare sector — higher than
both aviation and shipping[18]
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What about the people?
Technology will support the healthcare workforce of the future,
but it will not replace them.

“No robot yet has the capacity to sense a distressed client and propose
offering him or her a glass of water or a cup of tea”
McKinsey Global Institute

“We can provide all this great technology, but the patient will always be a human.
A human connection is part of the healing process”
Kevin Cassidy, WSP

Photo: Gareth Jones Photography

But as workplaces, today’s hospitals
leave a lot to be desired, says Mike
Lovas at Healthcare Human Factors.
“Different types of work happen in a
hospital — consulting with patients,
doing physical examinations, preparing
medication, communicating with
colleagues, providing education — all
with different demands. But hospitals
typically have limited function. There’s
a case room with a bed and a computer,
and there’s the hallway. Clinicians flip
fluidly between different contexts, but
they often just do the work wherever they
can find space. Hospitals, especially older
ones, are not optimally designed for the
variety of work that takes place there.”
Not having the right kinds of spaces
means activities take longer, and
increases the likelihood of mistakes.
“When somebody’s carying out a highrisk task, like administering certain
medications, they absolutely cannot be
distracted,” says Lovas. “The physical
design of spaces can go a long way in

supporting patient safety, specifically
in the way that we allow clinicians to
focus on critical tasks.”
Clinicians can do the most good
interacting with patients, but much
of their time is often taken up with
tasks elsewhere, or in moving between
locations, especially in older facilities
built for a different age. A 2018 survey
used wearables and a sensor network to
monitor contact time in a US intensive
care ward, and found that nurses spent
just 33% of their time in patient rooms,
and physicians 15%.[20] So designers
of new hospitals seek to devise more
efficient, connected layouts. “We’re
looking to reduce the amount of steps

At the ProMedica Health
Wellness Center in Ohio, HKS’s
design reduced average walking
distances by 36%, or one minute
and 55 seconds per patient
encounter, a difference ranging
from 28 minutes to more than an
hour each day.

that someone has to take to do their job,
and increase visibility so one person can
monitor multiple activities,” says Jason
Schroer, principal and director of health
at HKS in Houston, Texas.
This could extend to grouping
services more logically, reflecting the way
they are likely to be accessed, says Vivien
Mak, director at P&T in Hong Kong. “If
you’re an outpatient coming back for a
follow-up, you might have to go through
five departments to see a doctor, have
an x-ray, or a blood sample taken, pay for
your medicine and collect it, and these
might be in different buildings. If all of
these facilities could be combined or put
on a platform that is multidisciplinary in

“If a nurse spends
35% of their time
walking to and from
the medication room,
and we can reduce
that by half, that gives
them more opportunity
to care for patients”
Jason Schroer, HKS

procedure — you always greet the patient
here, then move onto a certain function
and so on — we devise a diagram that
can be repeated across the hospital.”

terms of care, then the patient can come
to a one-stop service centre.”
Part of the problem is that healthcare
estates have typically been developed
piecemeal over many decades. “There
have probably been quite a number of
changes and additions, but they weren’t
done according to a masterplan,” says
Mak. “New blocks were built wherever
was available, and the allocation of
functions may not relate to the original
block that well.” For both new-builds and
redevelopments, she says, a common
approach is to group facilities for
outpatients, in-patients and “hot zone”
functions such as operating theatres and
intensive care units (ICU), and allow more
sustainable expansion. “It’s becoming
very important to plan for the future
of these zones, and how they connect
with each other.”
It’s rarely possible to shut down a
whole hospital once it’s running, so
reforming the masterplan is a long-term
endeavour. Mak is involved in two such
projects at public hospitals in Hong
Kong. “You need to devise a grand plan
for the hospital to be redeveloped phase
by phase over the coming decades. You
need to identify, where you can, some
space for decanting and then decide
which block goes first.”
In Hong Kong, there is also a move to
separate elderly and acute care. Older

people with complex conditions requiring
long-term care will be looked after in
specialized infirmary units, freeing up
acute wards. “When you design an
acute hospital for all services, you have
to facilitate circulation and connections
with operating theatres and ICUs. But
most infirmary care patients don’t require
those services, so it’s more efficient to
look after them in another setting.”
Standardizing room and floor layouts
could help to design out errors, she adds.
This way, staff know automatically where
to find the things they need: “No matter
which floor staff move to, the logic is the
same.” This applies to workflows too:
“Say you always go through a certain

Above Moxi by Diligent Robotics is
designed to automatically perform the
nursing tasks that don’t involve interacting
with patients, such as refreshing supplies

Photo: Diligent Robotics

Health is one of the least automatable
sectors — according to management
consult ant McKinsey, only 36%
of activities can be automated,
predominantly data collection and
processing.[19] Clinicians will still be
needed to care for people, to interpret
and contextualize sensitive information
and to explain the choices available.

Better logistics can also free up staff
time. Hospitals are complex networks
of supply chains for items that must be
delivered without delay or contamination.
Gunnar Linder, regional director at WSP
in Sweden, says a central equipment
store — shared between different
operating theatres with just-in-time
delivery — frees up clinical space, cuts
walking distances and reduces overall
equipment requirements.
Any workplace design requires the
input of the users, but time-pressed
nurses are not logistics specialists.
Linder’s team has built a database of
previous designs, “so they don’t have to
start from scratch. We can map those
rooms to maybe 90% accuracy at the
beginning and then use their time and
energy to take it from there.”
Lovas warns that “change fatigue”
is very real in healthcare: “Frontline
staff are used to old technology and
siloed systems, they’re full-on in terms
of workload, and especially in academic
hospital settings, they’re constantly
asked to do new things for different
research studies. So there’s a huge
hurdle to be overcome to introduce new
systems, technology or models of care.”
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Healthcare has been slow to capitalize
on the opportunities that digital
technology offers, be it generating
new insights by combining data sources
or automating building functions. This
is partly because of the need to protect
highly sensitive patient data, says WSP‘s
Nolan Rome. “That was a barrier to
healthcare being able to leverage
technology in the same way as other
sectors. Before there would have been
a public network and a vendor network
for all the public systems, the HVAC
controls, the infotainment and patient
wifi access, and all the secure data
would be on a separate network. We’re
becoming much more sophisticated
around that — now in most cases, we can

converge all of the systems onto a single
platform, protected by software security.
That’s unlocked so many opportunities.
We are helping owners to integrate all of
the systems that they already have, and
use those to make their business more
resilient, whether that’s around energy
savings and sustainability, or to make
nurses and doctors’ lives a little easier,
or to make more informed decisions
about how their business will operate
five years from now.”

For many technologies, the business
case wasn’t always easy to quantify,
but that’s changing too. Integrating
systems and harvesting their data
allows owners to take a step back and
examine whether or not investments
are working as they should, says Rome.
“When you’re making decisions about
patient rooms that you’ll have for the
next 30 years, what information do you
need to decide whether an investment
has been successful or to make

improvements? We can measure how
a patient infotainment system is used by
clicks and time spent, to look at whether
people are ordering food or looking at
their patient data, or whether they’re
just breezing right through that to get
to the next movie. If they’re not, you can
then look at why not. We can do that
across the 250 or so systems installed
across a hospital to build an umbrella
strategy to understand if these systems
are being used in the best way possible.”
M aki n g phy s i c al c h a n g e s t o
a hospital is disruptive and hard to
reverse; technology allows constant,
incremental updates in response to
real-time conditions. “With software,

This page The
Hospital for
Sick Children in
Ontario (left) and
Phoenix Children’s
Hospital, designed
by HKS (right).
Smart devices
will be integral to
future healthcare
facilities, for
entertainment as
well as clinical and
building functions

Photo: Blake Marvin / HKS

Photo: Richard Johnson Photography
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“If you’re running a 100-bed hospital and everybody is leaving
one day earlier, that’s a significant saving”
Simon Kydd, WSP

you can play with it behind the scenes
and test it before pushing it out,” says
Rome. “There is still some cost, but it’s
not like changing the built environment,
where there’s infection risk, downtime
and loss of revenue.”
Automated building systems and
seamless information transfer don’t
just make running hospitals easier.
They also improve the experience for
patients and their families. For example,
providing them with better information
before and during their visit can make it
less stressful, says Simon Kydd at WSP.
This could be delivered direct to their
smartphone or tablet via an app. “The
app would know what time you need to
be there and it knows where you live, so

it could tell you about different transport
options and let you know what the traffic
will be like at that time of day. If you
decide to drive, a parking space can be
made available. The app can show you
what entrance to take, how you need to
sign in and which waiting room to go
to — all the wayfinding can be done on
your device. And if your appointment
is delayed for whatever reason, the app
can reassure you that your car parking
stay has been extended, so you don’t
have to worry about getting a ticket.”
The applications of this technology in
a clinical environment are potentially
even more valuable — as when
combined with RFID tags, for example.
“If a physician or a caregiver with a radio
frequency chip on their badge walks into
the room, the system instantly knows
they are there and their picture could
pop up on the TV screen,” says Jason
Schroer at HKS. “If patient wristbands
also incorporated RFID tags, building
systems could automatically set the
lighting or temperature to suit their
preferences. Hospital managers could
look at a map of the facility and know
exactly where everybody is, and you
could do the same with medical supplies.
Traditionally those systems were set
up to just track where things are, but
now we can use them to study how
people are actually using the spaces and

“We’re seeing a huge merging
of hospitality with healthcare,
particularly in the US,” says HKS’s
Jason Schroer. “In health systems
where there is choice, we’re
hearing terms like ‘retail health’
or ‘healthcare consumerism’.” In a
hotel room, the guest can control
the lighting, the air-conditioning,
the entertainment; they can order
room service. “That’s becoming
part of the expectation in
healthcare. It’s a big jump in terms
of the capabilities of patient rooms
and it’s more and more prevalent.”

Photo: David Barbour

Smart hospitals aren’t just more efficient.
They can help people heal faster too.

make adjustments. As designers we’re
interested in that technology because we
can learn from it by observing behaviour.
From a client’s perspective, it’s a way to
manage their resources more effectively.”
Rome, meanwhile has been working
on a project in a children’s hospital, which
shows another clinical application of
responsive buildings. “We asked some
clinical psychologists and paediatric
nurses if it made a difference whether
the nurse is in the room or not, and they
said it definitely did. Children are much
more apt to share how they’re feeling
with their tablets and phones — those

are their security blankets, that’s how
they get their entertainment, that’s
where they message their friends.” So
they built a patient portal app where
younger patients could adjust their room
controls, but also record how they were
feeling. “It gives nurses and doctors an
indication of their overall wellness so
that they can engage the patient at the
right time, as opposed to just coming
in on a set schedule to take their pulse
and temperature. If they can see the
patient is improving, they might wait
for 30 minutes and spend that time
helping another patient.”
Ultimately, designers hope to use smart
technologies to create environments
that promote faster healing. Wellness
and biophilia have become major
preoccupations in new buildings, and
various studies have shown that views of
nature, fresh air and daylight can improve
outcomes, increase pain thresholds and
shorten hospital stays — by as much as
20%. Smart buildings can supplement
these effects or recreate them in internal
spaces such as intensive care units.
“It could be as simple as reducing the
amount of noise in the room so people
can sleep better, which speeds their
recovery,” says Kydd. Nurse calls can
be sent directly to handheld devices,
rather than activating buzzers or lights
that disturb other patients. “That device

Above Views of nature are becoming an
important feature of healthcare facilities.
Alder Hey Children’s Hospital in Liverpool,
UK has been designed by architect BDP as
three fingers radiating out from an atrium to
maximize connections with the landscape

will tell the nurse to go to a particular
patient and exactly what they require.”
As individual patient rooms have
replaced long wards with high windows,
some opportunities for daylight have
inevitably been lost. Other types of
room are sealed from the outside to
control infection or protect specialist
equipment. Tunable LED lighting can
compensate by mimicking daylight
patterns to calibrate the body’s internal
clock. The same technology can also help
staff working antisocial hours or very
long shifts, says Schroer. “We can tune
the lighting to mimic a better circadian
cadence, and that could help to manage
alertness and fatigue.” A study by HKS’
research arm CADRE found that nurses
who could see daylight were able to
maintain a higher cognitive level. “The
next piece, which is harder to prove, is
whether that then leads to fewer medical
errors — logically, if you’re more alert and
less fatigued, you’re less likely to make
an error in patient care.”
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“The floors are very thick and each wall is isolated by wall blocks …
all of that is about creating an ultra-quiet hospital”

“We want to let in as much light as possible,
but windows are not as thermally efficient as
walls. So that requires a lot of thought”

Photo: Cleveland Clinic

Cleveland Clinic is many things. It’s
one of the largest and most respected
hospitals in the US, ranked the second
best in the world by Newsweek. It’s a
non-profit academic medical centre with
an operating revenue of over US$10bn.
It is employer to 67,500 caregivers
worldwide, skilled in 140 specialties.
It’s 6,026 beds spread over a 165-acre
campus near downtown Cleveland,
Ohio, as well as 11 regional hospitals,
more than 220 outpatient facilities,
and locations in south-east Florida, Las
Vegas, Toronto, Abu Dhabi and London.
Yet no matter what part of this vast
health system its 2.4 million annual
patients visit, they will find a distinctive
look and feel. “We’re very focused not
only on the patient experience, but also
that of the caregivers,” says executive
director Pat Rios. “If the caregiver
is positively impacted by the built
environment, they’re going to give the
patient a more positive interaction and a
more direct, tangible sense of wellness.”

Rios direc ts management of
Cleveland Clinic’s 3.4 million m 2
facilities and real estate portfolio, as
well as its $2.5bn global construction
programme, working with Christopher
Connell, who joined in 2017 from Foster
+ Partners as chief design officer. Connell
is responsible for making sure that the
physical space provides the right type
of healing environment, and Rios is the
person who makes it happen.
The Cleveland approach might be
characterized by thoughtfulness, coupled

with an extreme attention to detail.
“We’re known for a very clean design.
It’s not just about the white and the
grey, it’s in the most subtle details — if
you look at the ceiling, you’ll see that
the sprinkler heads, the lights and the
detectors are all lined up so it’s very
symmetrical, very crafted.”
This lack of clutter is reassuring
for the patient, but also efficient for
the caregiver, Rios says. “They have
access to what they need quickly so
they can go in, do what they need to,

and then let the patient focus on healing
and resting.” Unusually, all patient
facilities are outward-facing, so they
feel connected to exterior spaces. The
rooms are “optimally” sized, says Rios,
“from an operational perspective, but
also so that the patient doesn’t feel
confined or like they’re just moving
through a process.” In Avon Hospital,
Ohio, the beds are arranged so that a
nurse walking past a patient’s room can
easily see their face. “It’s a visual check
on health. The caregiver can just walk
down the hallway and see all the patients
without having to disturb them.”
There are tensions that need to be
resolved — on energy, for example. “We
want to let in as much light as possible,
but windows are not as thermally
efficient as walls. So that requires a lot
of thought.” In the recently completed
Taussig Cancer Centre, for example,
there is floor-to-ceiling glass curtain
walling, but the energy cost per ft2 is still

Of course this standard of product
costs more — although not necessarily
as much as you would think. When Rios
joined three years ago, he conducted a
benchmarking exercise of Cleveland’s
projects, and found that the construction
cost per ft2 was below the industry
median. He puts this down to the way it
approaches project delivery: Cleveland
nurtures long-term relationships with
core partners, and remains closely
involved through its model of ownercontrolled project delivery. “Particularly
with technically complex projects, you
need to manage it as an owner.” On one
project, Cleveland used an integrated
contract, where the designer, constructor
and key trades had a profit-sharing
agreement with a target value delivery. “It
was fascinating how much that changed
behaviours. I think a joint-risk continuum
is going to be the future for this industry.”
As well as new projects, Rios is also
engaged in renewing the clinic’s older
buildings. Renovating older spaces

usually includes meeting much higher
life safety standards, boosting wireless
bandwidth to serve nurse and patient
tracking systems and installing cabling
for power and data. “ Technology
integration is an incredible challenge. Not
a lot of it is bespoke, you’re just buying a
bunch of commercial off-the-shelf stuff
and assembling it into a kit that works.”
Rios’ team install new data and power

equipment in overhead areas, as well as
reconfiguring the heating, ventilation and
air conditioning systems that support
it — but all without taking too much
space from clinical functions. “We want
to renew the facility, give a greater
capability, but also deliver the same
or better clinical throughput. Nobody
wants to invest in a new technology
that cuts revenue.”

Visualization: Cleveland Clinic

low thanks to features such as heating
that is targeted on where the patient will
be — in an infusion chair, say — rather
than the whole space. “It’s using heat
when the patient needs it, but also
connecting them with the environment.”
At Cleveland’s new 185-hospital in
London, due to open in 2021, even the
building structure is part of creating a
serene environment. “The floors are very
thick and each room is isolated. It’s not
just the concrete flooring — each wall is
isolated by wood blocks, then the screed
flooring is isolated room to room, and
all the jacks are offset from each other
so there’s no sound conductivity. The
detail of the insulation, the amount of
dry wall, the panelling — all of that is
about creating an ultra-quiet hospital.”

Left Clean lines and
uncluttered details define
the careful brand aesthetic
— whether in a patient
room in the new London
hospital (above) or Frank
Gehry’s characterful design
for the Lou Ruvo Center
for Brain Health in Las
Vegas (below)
Photo: Matthew Carbone

Cleveland Clinic is a world leader in healthcare, with a US$2.5bn global
construction programme. So what does it think the future looks like?
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Opposite The main
campus in Cleveland, Ohio,
which has 1,300 beds
spread over 165 acres

So how much future change do they
try to anticipate on new projects?
“As we’re programming facilities, we
definitely have an eye for how much
column space we need, how the rooms
are set up — we don’t have a future use
in mind, but we do think through how
to optimize it for future use.” As for
technology, Rios anticipates further
increases in demand for power and
data. “We try to imagine, within currently
available technology, what capabilities
we need to build into the building — so,
larger trays, more power, slots for extra
back-up generators. You have to balance
it. In a lot of cases we’re willing to spend
money upfront to extend life cycle.”
Rios’ team is in talks about the
technological vision for a 400,000ft2
neurological institute on the main
campus, anticipated to begin design in
2021. “The institute chair wants patients
to be able to go through different tests as
part of the entry experience. They walk
in, they pick up a patient tracker, and
their gait is filmed as part of the natural
process of moving through the building.
They might have to fill out a form with
a pencil and it would log how hard they
squeeze it. So the clinician already has a
view of their capabilities when they get
there, which means they don’t have to
go through a physical exam.”
Telemedicine or virtual medicine
is another exciting development,
though Rios says it will be important
to “right-size” it so it is only used when
appropriate: “We’re still working on it.
We’re trying to create the infrastructure,
but simultaneously figure out how it’s
going to impact our care delivery in
the future. It obviously has impacts
from beginning to end of the process,
so we’re still thinking about how that’s
going to work.”
P40
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The patient is becoming the point of care.
Enter Telemedicine 2.0.

P20

health, social, financial and environmental
data across disparate platforms and
applying artificial intelligence and
machine learning, we will be able to
better track infectious disease or flag
patients at risk. “If people have been
instructed to self-quarantine for 14
days, we could evaluate them based
on historical data, and start to create
personalized, real-time interventions.
If an individual’s biometrics deviate
from the normal pattern of recovery,
we could proactively deploy resources
to address the issue.”

The only way to deliver care to people
in their homes is to understand how they
function within their home environment
— their natural habitat, he adds. “If we
are capturing a patient’s activity patterns
and evaluating their heart rate, blood
pressure, breathing patterns, sleeping
levels from a wearable device or sensor,
then we can observe if they are trending
in the right direction or when a medical
intervention would be appropriate.”
Patients could be sent a message to
check in, or in more serious cases, a
medical professional sent to their home.

Faster network connections
between hospitals will enable
experts in different places to
collaborate during procedures —
and even to operate on patients
remotely. For example, in 2019,
the CorPath GRX robot (below),
developed by Corindus, was used
to perform the first remote heart
surgery — on a patient 20 miles
away — in Ahmedabad, India.
Virtual and augmented reality
could also allow surgeons to
view scans or anatomical data
superimposed on a patient, or to
control a robot that is carrying out
an operation somewhere else.

The most important thing is the
quality of the data, says Crawford.
“If you have an integrated historical
data set, collecting new information
provides different insights regarding
an individual’s health and enables you
to personalize interventions. If we had
this infrastructure in place today, we
could be more efficient, strategic and
prudent in our resource allocation in
addressing a pandemic.”
But — and it’s a big one — telehealth’s
potential will only be realized if it’s
targeted at the populations that have
the greatest incidence of chronic
disease: “When we are referring to
vulnerable patients that are susceptible
to COVID-19, a disproportionate amount
reside in medically underserved
communities.” These are exactly the
communities that find themselves on the
wrong side of the digital divide, lacking

An Accenture survey of nearly
8,000 people across seven
countries found that 47% would
prefer a more immediate, virtual
appointment over a delayed,
in-person appointment [21]

DRONES TO THE RESCUE
Ultra-high-speed 5G networks will

In Canada, about half the population

right away so my friend could care for

underpin another feature of healthcare’s

live in major cities, with good access to

me while the paramedics are en route?

not-so-distant future: drones. These

healthcare. The other half do not. “In

Getting that reaction time down could

could make a real difference to outcomes

the interior of British Columbia, last

save somebody’s life.”

in remote areas, where they could

year there were over 800 incidents

In 2019, a trial using a 4G LTE cellular

deliver medications or defibrillators —

where it took more than 45 minutes for

network provided by Ericsson allowed

the probability of surviving a cardiac

a first responder to get to somebody

drones to fly 80 miles while being piloted

arrest declines by 10% with each passing

who was in a life-threatening situation,”

from 3,000 miles away in Vancouver.

minute.[22] A Swedish trial found that

says Kevin Cassidy, head of healthcare

Moving to 5G would allow an even

5G-based drones could reach the scene

at WSP in Toronto. “Can we use that

further leap in capability, supporting

of an emergency four times faster than

technology so that if I have a heart attack

many simultaneous drone flights and

an ambulance.[23]

on a mountain, a drone is dispatched

greater accuracy.

the resources and technical literacy to
fully participate online.
Howard University is seeking
to address this with its 1867 Health
Innovations project — Crawford is
inviting tech entrepreneurs, innovators
and corporate partners to develop
scalable models for this demographic
over the coming months. Solutions are
likely to be delivered over cell phones, but
Crawford expects them to depart from
existing products in various ways. “The
clinical pilots will likely reveal that minor
modifications in content, interfaces and
tech that better align with individuals’
care needs. The interface might look
different, the content might be worded

differently, the instructions and manual
might look different, the things that you
have prioritized might look different for
a chronically ill population.”
When super-fast 5G networks,
high-definition video conferencing, and
ubiquitous sensors are a reality, it will
also radically reshape the healthcare
landscape. Outpatient clinics are likely to
become a thing of the past and only the
most serious conditions will necessitate
a trip to hospital. “Historically, hospital
visitors have been a mix of the semi-sick
to those will really serious illnesses,” says
Jason Schroer at HKS. “We’re seeing a
slow shift to the hospital becoming a
place for only the sickest of the sick.”

Photo: Doctor on Demand

Telehealth has been one of the fastest
growing parts of the healthcare
sector, with a range of new apps and
devices to serve a patient base that is
increasingly tech savvy. The millennial
generation and younger, in particular, are
comfortable with digital interaction, and
demanding that providers allow them
to access services in this way.
For patients, the prospect of video
consultations with clinicians is more
convenient than taking time to go
to the hospital, especially for routine
check-ups or minor conditions. For
providers, helping patients to better
manage conditions at home through
remote monitoring and automated
reminders offers a way to reduce the
burden of chronic disease and demand
for medical intervention. The COVID-19
pandemic has accelerated this trend, as
governments around the world urge their
citizens to stay at home, and for only the
most severe cases to attend hospitals.
“Telemedicine will be a critically
important access point,” says Michael
Crawford, associate dean for strategy,
outreach and innovation at Howard
University College of Medicine in
Washington DC. “It’s not only how
we leverage telemedicine and remote
monitoring in a pandemic, it’s how we
should deliver care, period.”
Data will be the key to future
medicine, he believes. By integrating

Photo: Corindus

“COVID-19 will expedite the transition to a telemedicine environment.
We are piloting and clinically validating products in real time”
Michael Crawford, Howard University College of Medicine
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Technology brings universal access nearer.

“Improving access to healthcare in
Africa is a massive task,” says Laura
Swanepoel, office director at WSP in
Johannesburg. “Many remote areas are
well populated, but access is severely
limited or lacking entirely.” Meanwhile,
major hospitals in urban centres are
struggling to meet demand as people
move to cities. Just as elsewhere, the
rate of non-communicable diseases
is rising, alongside a high incidence
of diseases such as HIV, malaria and
tuberculosis and two-thirds of maternal
deaths globally.[27]
The future of healthcare in Africa isn’t
about overlaying a Western template,
she stresses. “Africa has major pipelines

SUPPLIES IN THE SKY
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In large, less urbanized countries
with underdeveloped healthcare
infrastructure, a decentralized model
with telemedicine at its heart will
be essential for expanding access.
Here, there is arguably an even greater
opportunity to build digital services
from scratch, unencumbered by legacy
infrastructure or systems. A Philips
study of global healthcare systems
found that emerging economies are
leading the way — it identified China,
Saudi Arabia, India and Russia as
forerunners in the use and adoption
of digital health technologies to plug
the growing gap between existing
provision and rising demand.[24] “In
rapidly growing economies, there’s more
expectation of healthcare,” says Simon
Kydd at WSP. “Where 20 years ago,
somebody would have been prepared
to travel 50 or 100 miles to go and see
a GP, now they expect that service on
the doorstep.”
Building physical infrastructure such
as hospitals and roads is a relatively
slow process, far outstripped by the
proliferation of mobile devices and
networks. Africa has just nine hospital
beds per 10,000 people (compared to
62 in Europe),[25] but a mobile phone
penetration rate of 44%. By 2025, it is
predicted that 66% of the population
will have a smartphone and 39% will
use the mobile internet.[26]

Drones are already delivering medical supplies in Rwanda, Ghana and
Tanzania, and testing is underway in Malawi and South Africa. As of May 2019,
more than 65% of blood deliveries in Rwanda, outside Kigali, were flown in
by drones operated by San Francisco-based company Zipline (left). “This
technology is growing very fast in Africa,” says WSP’s Jabulile Nhlapo. “At the
moment, it’s just one-way delivery so the drone will drop off the package but
not land, but they’re developing it for back-and-forth deliveries.” That means
hospitals and clinics will need launching, landing and charging facilities, as
well as airport-style control systems linked to building management systems,
says Nhlapo. “It’s only a matter of time before this technology becomes part
of standard medical practice, and it’s really going to change how we look
at healthcare facilities.”

of wealth and the capacity to deliver
amazing projects, but at the same time,
there are communities where the whole
plan needs to look a little bit different.”
Mobile technology and drones
could support a decentralized model,
connecting small clinics to expertise
in larger centres. For example, a
telemedicine hub at the new Middelburg
District Hospital will extend its reach far
beyond the immediate catchment, says
Jabulile Nhlapo, mechanical engineer
at WSP: “Someone sitting in a primary
healthcare facility in the Eastern Cape
should be able to easily communicate
with a tertiary institute to get advice on
a particular case or for consultations.”

“Natural disasters
are the new norm. We
have to look 50 years
ahead to design for
this ever-changing
environment”
Sanele Mwelase,
Geyser Hahn

The new Middelburg District Hospital

parts of Africa, there are major issues

norms need to change: “Patient

in Mpumalanga, South Africa will

with water and power. That makes

comfort comes first, but we need to

initially have 220 beds, but can

the case for green building practices

reduce the services needed to run

expand to 350 as the population

much stronger so that healthcare

the hospital,” he says. “This means

grows. WSP’s multidisciplinary team

facilities can be self-sufficient in

not only the building shell, but the

specified energy-efficient lighting

the event of an outage. The upfront

medical equipment. Water scarcity

and low-energy services, as well as

cost may be a little bit higher, but the

will stop a hospital, but healthcare

water meters to help monitor usage

return on investment is quick and

cannot go offline. The benefits of

and identify leaks. Here, sustainable

easy to prove.”

maintenance-free, zero-emission

design is essential for resilience, says

Lead architect Sanele Mwelase

WSP’s Laura Swanepoel. “In many

at Geyser Hahn believes design

buildings could be absolutely critical
in the medical sector.”

Visualization: Geyser Hahn

“In Africa, innovation is about balance, about the approach rather than the materials or
technologies. It’s about thinking what will suit a specific community best”
Laura Swanepoel, WSP
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Prepare for the unexpected.

“Uncertainty is the only certainty there is,
and knowing how to live with insecurity is the only security”
John Allen Paulos, Temple University

What do we know so far? Hospitals
need to be bigger, and to cope with
surges of sudden high demand. In the
longer term, they will probably shrink, but
offer more specialist care for the sickest
patients. They need to be more human,
but also smarter, more automated,
connected and highly serviced. They
will host technologies that haven’t been
invented and treat diseases that have yet
to be diagnosed. They will have to do
this against a backdrop of pandemics,
climate change, extreme weather, and
shortages of water, power and resources.

Beyond that, all bets are off. The
buildings we are designing today may
not be ready for a decade, and have to
stand in some form for a century or more.
So they must be robust and, above all,
flexible. The problem is that it’s hard to
predict exactly what kinds of space will
be needed, says Simon Kydd at WSP.
“Technology is developing rapidly, and
everything you read about is within
touching distance. Will we need lots
of bunkers for radioactive treatment, or
laboratories that take our blood, engineer
it and put it back? We have to design

buildings that are at the forefront, but
future-proof for as long as possible.”
We know this is important because
we are living with the consequences of
inflexible design. As in many developed
countries, Sweden’s healthcare estate
comprises many buildings from the
1960s and 70s. “They are not up to
the standards for the healthcare of the
future, so providers have a lot of space
that they can’t use,” says WSP’s Gunnar
Linder. “It’s too narrow and the span
from the floor to the ceiling is too low.
Today the equipment is so integrated

into the building that you need to build
in a different way. MRI scanners, for
instance, are getting more powerful
and that means they are bigger and
heavier, so you have to have a really
strong foundation. And they also need
a lot of space, which requires a broad
span between the piles.”
Adapting these older buildings to
meet modern healthcare standards
usually requires compromise. Converting
the space to other uses such as offices
is an option, but there’s a limit to how
much office space a hospital needs.

PANDEMICS, EARTHQUAKES AND OTHER DISASTERS
Hospitals need to be resilient,

isolation facility designed to

barriers. Climate change is

can take to mitigate risk.”

in every sense of the word.

be negatively pressured — a

also increasing the frequency

Patients and their carers have

In the event of a pandemic,

ventilation technique that

of extreme events. Healthcare

to be able to shelter in place,

sections of a hospital need to

allows air to enter but not to

buildings need to withstand

for example, so to protect

be sealed off to prevent cross-

escape — and 100 beds that

disasters themselves, as

against rising sea level,

contamination, but until

are convertible from normal

well as being able to care for

critical areas or infrastructure

then, they need to function

to isolation mode.

those affected. “Resiliency

might be elevated. HKS

normally. “We need to set the

As the global population

is more and more part of the

also designed a hospital in

space up in a smart way so

grows, exposure to natural

design solutions that we’re

Joplin, Missouri, to replace

that it’s there if there’s a major

disasters is increasing too.

working on with clients,

one that had been destroyed

incident, but it’s not wasted

Many of the world’s major

particularly those in coastal

by a tornado. “We hardened

at other times,” says Suzanne

cities are located in areas

areas,” says Jason Schroer at

the core and within that we

MacCormick at WSP. For the

prone to flooding, storms

HKS. “You can’t completely

provided infrastructure such

redevelopment of Kwong Wah

and earthquakes, and urban

proof every building against

as medical gases, so that they

Hospital in Hong Kong, for

development worsens their

every disaster, but there

could bring patients in from

example, there is a 140-bed

impact by degrading natural

are certain measures you

perimeter rooms.”

In 2019, there were at least 396
natural disasters, affecting over
95 million people and costing
nearly US$130 billion [28]

At the new imaging centre at
Sahlgrenska University Hospital,
all of the operating theatres are
located around the perimeter
and the facade is modular and
dismountable, so one side of each
room can be completely opened
up to get equipment in and out.
“We have also designed the
electrical and ventilation systems

Selling it off to pay for new development
is another — but there are not many
types of building that can be comfortably
collocated with a working hospital.
There’s no sure way to tell what kind
of technology today’s hospitals may
have to accommodate over their long
lifespans, but there are ways to make
them more adaptable. “When we’re
building something, we need to look at
what that space could become in the
future,” says Suzanne MacCormick,
director of global healthcare business
growth at WSP. “You’re almost doing
a double design, which does have a
cost implication upfront. But in our
analysis we’ve found that, in almost every
case, it breaks even at the first change.”
Buildings designed on a grid layout and
made from component parts precisionengineered off site, and with an up-to-

date digital twin, could be reconfigured
far more easily, for example. MacCormick
suggests that one possible use for a
redundant outpatient department would
be as assisted living space for older
people, as it would have good access to
care. “They would have instant access to
therapists and healthcare. But we also
need to make sure that the space can be
equally well accessed from a separate
route, not just through the hospital.”
Healthcare is already becoming
a component of more mixed-use
developments, says Jason Schroer at
HKS. “You might have a clinic, but also
retail, hotel, places to live. We are seeing
a trend for blending these together.
Hospitals have been designed to be very
inward-focused, but this is requiring us
to think about them in a different way.
In some cases, health buildings are
becoming anchors to development.”

so that everything in the operating
theatres can be sealed off,” says
Gunnar Linder at WSP. “So you
can access an operating theatre
from outside to rebuild it without
affecting other areas. You can have
a construction site within a fully
operational ward.”

Photo: Liss Persson
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Healthy cities are the most powerful tool we have.
Prevention is better than cure.

Smart technologies can only go so far.
The only realistic solution for the future
is to keep people healthier for longer
— which means reshaping the urban
environment in a way that promotes
health rather than hindering it.
“Cities concentrate people and
resources in one place, which creates
hazards but also very real opportunities
for improving health,” says Chris Naylor,
senior policy fellow at UK health
charity The King’s Fund. Naylor, who
has researched the role that cities
play in health around the world, says
that more than half of the variation in
population health is down to three key
determinants: the environmental and
social conditions in the places where
we live, our economic situation, and
our behaviour and lifestyle. [29] “Cities
play a really important role because
they influence all three. We should be
creating compact, walkable, mixeduse developments that encourage
social interaction and make it easier
for people to be active. We should be
doing everything we can to inspire and
enable healthy eating, and to create
places for play and leisure for all ages.”
Are successful cities inherently
unhealthy? In The Economist’s latest
index of the most liveable cities, Tokyo
is the only large city ranked in the top
ten — the rest are small or medium-sized,
led by the Austrian capital Vienna. [30]

Neither is there any crossover at all
with the 20 most dynamic cities in
JLL’s City Momentum Index, which is
dominated by India and China.[31] But
there must be an intersection between
health and success, says Naylor — “If
you have a really unhealthy population,
that’s bad economically in terms of
reduced productivity, absence from work
and welfare expenditure.” The global
depression looming as an indirect result
of COVID-19 is ample evidence of the
economic importance of good health.

The emerging science of wellness is
starting to yield an evidence base on
the relationship between health and
environment. Building standards such
as WELL and Fitwel monitor aspects
such as biophilia, ergonomics and
whether a building nurtures mental
health. Studies in office environments
have found that good ventilation can
increase cognitive scores by 101%, for
example, or that workers seated next to
windows sleep for 46 minutes longer
at night. [32] The WELL Community

City leaders are playing an increasingly influential role, often ahead of national
governments. Polluting vehicles, unhealthy foods and smoking may be legal, but
they are being made unwelcome in various forms at city level.
l In Paris, the most polluting vehicles are

banned from entry and whole areas are car-free on Sundays
l New York’s introduction of mandatory calorie labelling in 2008 helped pave

the way for federal adoption later on; its 2002 ban on smoking in public
places has yet to reach federal level
l In Berlin, every year the amount of space given to cars decreases

and the cycle network increases
l Amsterdam’s Healthy Weight programme prohibited advertising of unhealthy

food targeted at children, and only tap water and healthy packed lunches are
allowed in primary schools
P13

Older people will be a much larger
group in future cities, and so we
will have to design places that
support them to remain healthy
and independent. But it’s not only
older people who need a sense of
community, to rest occasionally or
use a public convenience. Narrow
pavements, fast-moving traffic and
air pollution can make any of us
reluctant to walk, let alone cycle,
and poor signage or obstructions
make it hard for everyone to navigate
urban environments. By analyzing
how the most vulnerable members
of society navigate a city, it can reveal
important design lessons that would
benefit us all.

P20

standard, launched in 2017, applies
these principles across whole districts.
As cities become smarter, urban
designers will have many more tools
to improve outcomes. “Once we have
high-speed wireless networks, and
people are wearing devices tracking their
health data, we will be able to use AI and
rich data sets to promote health and
wellness,” says Kevin Cassidy at WSP.
In Copenhagen, city authorities
have collected data on pedestrian and
cyclist movements for years, providing
quantitative evidence for policy making.
“In many cities, this kind of detailed data
is simply unavailable,” says Naylor. “If
cities are to reorient planning and other
activities to place greater emphasis on
population health, this must be reflected
in the types of data they collect — what
matters must be measured.”
Planners and designers should
prioritize the social determinants of
health as they develop tomorrow’s
smart cities, says Howard University’s
Michael Crawford, addressing factors
such as transportation, food security,
job opportunities, affordable housing
and safety. “If you do not have access
to nutritious food, diabetes medication
alone will not help you effectively
manage your condition. If you have a
prescription but no pharmacy within
your community, what good is that
prescription? Technology can help
address some of these barriers.”

“No matter how beautifully we’ve
designed a hospital, it’s still a hospital,”
says Vivien Mak at P&T in Hong Kong.
“If people can stay in the community,
they are socially engaged and more
active, and that slows down the
deterioration and hopefully keeps
them healthier.” In Hong Kong, the
proportion of the population aged
over 65 is expected to increase from
16.6% in 2016 to 36.6% by 2066.
Mak’s office was commissioned
by the government to produce the
Elderly-friendly Design Guidelines,
to inform decision-making on new
developments. These are structured
around four overarching principles:
environments that are safe; that foster

crossings, but if they don’t come with
an elevator, it’s hard for older people
to climb those flights of stairs.” Other
examples include pedestrian crossings
that don’t leave enough time for older
people to reach the opposite side,
or level changes that can trip them
up. Unclear signage or bland places
that all look the same can leave them
confused, she adds. “For example,
an all-white floor, with white walls
and white ceiling may be confusing
because they can’t see where the
floor ends and the wall begins. If it’s
the other way round, with very strong
floor patterns and big contrasts that
young people like, that can make older
people feel dizzy.”

independence and confidence; that
support cognitive ability and reduce
anxiety; and that promote wellbeing
and contentment.
“If older people find it difficult to
find a place or they don’t enjoy the
experience, they won’t go out,” Mak
points out. “If the walk from their
home to the grocery store takes half an
hour, they probably have to take a
rest a few times during the journey. If
you provide sheltered seating spaces
where they can chat with their friends,
they may be happy to do so.” Some
features of the urban environment
can make it all but impossible for
anyone less able to get around. “In
Hong Kong, we have a lot of elevated
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Doctors are prescribing walks in nature for patients suffering

“There is a massive body of evidence
showing how the design of our
buildings and neighbourhoods affects
public health. Everyone in the built
environment has a role to play”
Joanna Frank, Center for Active Design

from chronic conditions. The Park Rx America platform lists
10,000 parks and has 500 registered “prescribers”, who can
set the frequency of visits, text reminders and check how
often the patient has “filled” their prescription. [33]
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The design of spaces has always “nudged” people’s behaviour. But with
digital technology, our tools are becoming more precise and potentially
far more powerful. So how far should we push?
W O R D S BY OLIVIA BOYD

Y

ou may not know it, but you’ve been
nudged. Possibly several times a
day. It might have been that last-minute
health drink you bought at the office
canteen. Or an arrow that got you to
walk the long way between subway
platforms and avoid the crowds. Or
perhaps when a frowny face on a digital
road sign reminded you to drive slower.
Cues in our environment have always
influenced our actions. But since US
academics Richard Thaler and Cass
Sunstein brought the idea of “nudging”
to prominence in their bestselling 2008
book, Nudge: Improving Decisions about
Health, Wealth, and Happiness, the
application of behavioural science has
blossomed. By using psychology to
understand how people make choices,
the research shows, environments
can be subtly altered to favour certain
outcomes. The potential impacts are
far-reaching, from boosting retailers’

profits to solving societal problems such
as obesity and climate change — or
the spread of disease, as when the UK
government’s “nudge unit” helped shape
its response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Now the built environment is
catching on. Architects and engineers
are hiring behavioural scientists, or
offering specialist services such as
“workplace nudging”. The fast-growing
WELL and Fitwel certification systems
both recognize buildings optimized for
healthy behaviours, such as eating fruit,
drinking less coffee or taking the stairs.
But the simple message that
designers can help drive “good”
behaviour conceals a host of tricky
questions: who gets to decide what
“good” is? Is there room for a designer’s
intuition if impacts on human behaviour
are rigorously codified? And, if our
actions are so readily changeable, are
we in the end just robots?

In one sense, nudging has long been
part of the designer’s arsenal. Back in
the 1920s, London Underground’s Frank
Pick was pioneering an approach to
navigating the Tube that was responsive
to human intuition. He ditched the old,
cluttered map that organized stations
by geography, instead introducing the
schematic design still in use today.
Behavioural economics remains
central to Transport for London’s (TfL)
approach, says Ian Pring, its customer
marketing and behaviour change
planning lead. His team spends its time
considering everything from platform
markings that nudge people to mind
the gap as they step off the train, to how
station design affects perceptions of
journey times. “It’s pervasive really,” Pring
says. “Our job is to try to get people out
of cars and onto public transport, and
into cycling and walking. We also have
a remit to keep people safe on roads

and on public transport systems. So it’s
arguable that behaviour change is at the
heart of pretty much everything we do.”
Elsewhere in the built environment,
the approach feels more novel. Joanna
Frank, who was director of active design
under former New York City mayor
Michael Bloomberg, says interest has
grown significantly over the last two
years. She now runs the Center for Active
Design, which promotes architectural
and planning solutions to public health
problems, specifically by translating
thousands of peer-reviewed studies
into practical design strategies, and is
the licensed operator of Fitwel.
A decade ago, Frank was “jumping up
and down” trying to persuade people of
the virtues of the behavioural approach.
New York had solved its infectious
disease problem by improving sanitation
and living conditions a century before,
and her circle were convinced that they
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Above and left The Unity Staircase at
3XN’s IOC headquarters in Lausanne
connects all floors. Its prominence has
led to a threefold increase in pedestrian
movement around the building
Opposite Transport for London describes
its nudging as “pervasive”. Its approach
ranges from overt “mind the gap” signs

Photo Ellen Pabst dos Reis / Alamy Stock Photo

to research on how station design affects

“It’s arguable that behaviour change is at the
heart of pretty much everything we do”
Ian Pring, Transport for London

perceptions of journey times

could do the same for chronic disease
with architecture that encouraged
activity and social interaction.
Frank sees it less as some shiny,
newfangled power than an effort to
tune in to what’s already going on. “Our
environment is affecting our behaviour
all the time, so it’s about understanding
that. It isn’t that we’re suddenly saying,
hey, let’s influence everyone’s behaviour
using the environment. It’s really, let’s
understand that we are influencing
behaviour, and how can we optimize it.”
She gives the example of a meeting
room: if the room has a table of standard
height with chairs around it, everyone
will sit. But if the table is standing height
with stools, then people might sit or
stand. Once you recognize how the
furniture is influencing behaviour, you
can do something about it — especially

if armed with research on the choices
people are most likely to make.
Susan Carruth is also keen on
research. As head of behavioural design
at Danish architect 3XN/GXN, her team
includes an anthropologist and two
PhDs, researching subjects such as
the impact of plants on behaviour. She
describes her job as “borrowing, stealing
and raiding” from different disciplines
in order to better understand “that
relationship between mind, body and
environment”. To some degree architects
have always focused on behaviour, she
says, but with a data-led approach there
is room for so much more rigour.
Connecting the dots
“ There has been a blossoming of
research in other fields so we can
measure and qualify and quantify

things far more accurately than we
could before,” Carruth says. “We can
start to be much more precise, and that’s
having a great influence: we connect the
dots in a way that’s based on science
rather than assumption.”
Some of those dots are mainstays of
nudge economics. Nobel prize winner
Daniel Kahneman’s thesis that we
operate via System 1 and System 2
thinking — the first quick and instinctive,
the second slow and deliberative — has
spurred the use of intuitive visual cues in
place of written signs. TfL, for example,
has started painting blue footprints on
the right-hand side of escalators to
show people where to stand, and which
direction to face.
Handwashing is another example:
while research shows written hygiene
signs to be largely ineffective, a 2014

study in the American Journal of Public
Health found that when hand towels were
dispensed automatically after someone
used the toilet, soap use rose 13%.
Research around cognitive bias
has also highlighted environmental
shortcuts for influencing behaviour.
Salience, our tendency to prioritize
information that stands out, is one —
in play when designers make stairs
easier to find than lifts (which has led
to a three-fold increase in movement at
the International Olympic Committee’s
Lausanne headquarters, says Carruth).
Social proof, our natural urge to
behave as others do, is another. Mirror
neurons in our brains fire both when
we perform an action and when we see
someone else perform it, “biologically
compelling us to feel and behave
as social creatures”, notes Carruth.
Designers can harness this to promote
things like communal eating in an office,
she explains. So they might place the
canteen where everyone will see it
as they pass by, and alongside other
things that draw people in, like exhibition
spaces. These they call “watering holes”,
because they are like wildlife habitats
that pull different species together.
Such insights may open new
doors for architects. But with so many
requirements on them already, from
space constraints to energy performance,
is the need to nudge a burden too far?
And does such a scientific approach
risk suffocating architectural ingenuity?
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“It’s not about enforcement, it’s not
about taking away options, but about
enabling certain choices”
Susan Carruth, 3XN

P12

vertical communities, where residents
left their small kitchens to socialize
in shared areas, did not materialize.
Communal spaces theoretically owned
by many were cared for by none.
Elevators that stopped only on certain
floors were meant to lead neighbours
to interact in stairwells and corridors
— instead they made them prone to
muggers. The towers became a crime
hotspot; the last was dynamited in 1976.
Tread carefully
More recent examples abound of design
that is at odds with users’ instinctive
preferences. Desire lines, one term for
the informal paths created when we walk
where they want rather than where we’re
expected to, are an emblem of human
rebellion against predetermination,
with a whole community of devotees
on Reddit. And Carruth recounts
how one tech giant, in a bid to boost
productivity, carefully placed its new
office restrooms in out-of-the-way
spots — thereby unleashing the fury of
pregnant employees.
Unintended consequences are
probably inevitable given the complexity
of human behaviour, points out
Jared Thomas, technical principal in
behavioural sciences at WSP in New

Zealand. “Engineers designing a
bridge will be able to look at three or
four qualities, measure those and say,
‘I can predict with 98% certainty that,
under these parameters, this bridge will
stay up.’ Our ability to predict human
behaviour is probably more like 30%.”
This inherent uncertainty means
that it is crucial to identify and measure
behavioural indicators of success, and
to move fast to adapt if things aren’t
working as planned. Thomas gives
the example of a road-safety project
in Wellington to stop cars from exiting
driveways onto a cycleway without giving
way. It was a case of “looked but failed
to see”, he says, a phenomenon where
the brain focuses so narrowly — in this
instance on other cars — that it blocks
out everything else. So the team tested
a range of interventions for alerting
drivers to the possibility of cyclists. Paint
that mimicked a pedestrian crossing
combined with a speed bump was
the most effective, roughly halving the
number of misbehaving cars from 61%
to 31% and reducing near-misses by
75%. By contrast, studs that lit up when
they detected a bike only performed
accurately 89% of the time, and — since
drivers might learn to rely on them —
potentially worsened the situation.

The speed of enquiry had real impact,
says Thomas. By drawing up a list of
success indicators, and using video to
capture them, they established that the
lights needed to be removed within two
weeks: “Waiting for a crash history to
build up would have taken five years.”
Researchers elsewhere are exploring
the use of smart technologies and bigger
data sets to measure how environments
impact human behaviour. The Link
Lab at the University of Virginia is a
17,000ft2 office space with a network
of sensors gathering real-time data
on indicators like temperature and air
quality while tracking the behaviour
of approximately 150 occupants. “The
more data we collect, and the longer
we collect it, the more confidence we
will have in our conclusions,” explains
assistant professor Arsalan Heydarian.
Tech advances have also made it
more straightforward to run real-world
experiments, says Liam O’Brien, principal
investigator of the Human Building
Interaction Lab at Canada’s Carleton
University, which focuses on energysaving behaviours. Digital building
controls, for example, mean it’s easy to
change settings on just one floor of an
office, or set algorithms to progressively
drop the temperature.
P20

above WSP’s
cycleway solution
in Wellington,

O’Brien’s research has highlighted
default settings as a powerful energysaving tool. This idea, which relies on
our inherent bias towards the status quo,
is already deployed in fields like organ
donation with striking results: according
to Stanford University, donation rates
exceed 90% in countries where people
have to actively opt out, compared with
under 15% elsewhere. Similarly, when
O’Brien’s team changed the light settings
in a Carleton office so that they had to
be switched on manually rather than
coming on automatically, lighting energy
use fell by 90% over the course of a year.
Another approach shown to drive
energy-saving behaviour is feedback.
When software company Opower
started producing monthly reports
for utility customers — complete with
smiley faces for those using less energy
than their neighbours — household
consumption dropped; according to one
study by as much as if there had been
an electricity price hike of up to 20%.
Master manipulators
The effect of such relatively minor
interventions may not just be good
news for the planet, but for budgets
too. As O’Brien puts it: “Technology is
expensive; behaviour is cheap.”

But just because we can influence
people’s behaviour, should we? How
wary should designers be of seeking
to exert such power over others? These
are questions those working in the field
spend a lot of time considering. Carruth
says that ultimately nudge theory is
rooted in the idea that there must always
be a choice: “It’s not about enforcement,
it’s not about taking away options, but
about enabling certain choices.”
Nonetheless, there remains the
question of which choices are enabled.
After all, nudging is not the sole preserve
of those wanting us to exercise more and
save energy. “Some of the best science
in nudge theory comes from research
around smoking and gambling,” says
WSP’s Thomas. Casinos often use a
maze layout that makes punters weave
between slot machines, so that they
stay longer and part with more cash.
Some researchers, including the father
of nudge theory, Cass Sunstein, have
become so concerned about the ethical
dimensions that they have called for a
“Bill of Rights for nudging”.
The argument for boundaries of some
form is perhaps even greater in light of
the fact that nudges in one environment
can lead people to form broader habits,
as Wendy Wood, psychology professor

Photo Anton Gvozdikov / Alamy Stock Photo

Done right, behavioural insights
should support the design process,
not alter it, says Edward Gardiner,
behavioural design lead at the UK’s
Warwick Business School. Rather than
adding extra layers, it’s about shifting
mindsets to look at challenges from a
behavioural perspective.
And intuition can be wrong, he points
out. Gardiner quit a career in advertising
after becoming disillusioned with the
“lack of evidence and insight” going
into many campaigns, and says we
can’t assume that those in positions of
influence — advertisers or architects —
just know these truths and will apply
them systematically. “People think that
their own intuition may often be right
when it’s not.”
Indeed, when it’s done badly, nudging
can backfire. Lessons from history should
warn us to tread carefully. For example,
the rather paternalistic attempts by
mid-20th-century architects to shape
the lifestyles of apartment dwellers
often foundered, with profound effects
on communities.
The Pruitt-Igoe housing project, a
1950s complex in St Louis, Missouri,
is perhaps the most notorious failure.
Debate continues over the precise causes
of its decline, but the vision of thriving

Clockside from

New Zealand; a
maze-like casino,
designed to make
punters stay
longer; desire
paths — human
rebellion over the
predetermined
route

at the University of Southern California
and author of the book Good Habits,
Bad Habits, points out: “It’s sort of like
smoking. You might smoke with friends
having a drink at someone’s house and
then over time you start to smoke in
more and more places as the habit
becomes broader and generalizes to new
contexts.” This can of course produce
healthy behaviours too — Wood herself
ditched her car and moved next to a
train station after returning to California
from a car-free year in Paris — but it
is a marker of just how far a nudger’s
influence can stretch.
The ethical question certainly places
huge responsibility on the designer “in
terms of identifying or deciding what
good looks like”, says Gardiner. However,
the flipside is that there is no such thing
as impartial design: “It’s not like you can
design something in a neutral manner
that will not influence behaviour. Every

decision you make will in some way
influence people and that’s a reason to
think carefully rather than dismiss it.”
And for anyone worried that nudging
is the start of a slippery slope towards
mass mind control, we can take some
comfort from research that highlights
the enduring complexity of humans.
One University of Virginia study, again
focused on default lighting settings,
found that responses varied according
to personality type, with participants
who were higher on the neuroticism
scale more likely than others to start
fiddling with the switches. “We’ve got
a good understanding that some of
these comfort settings have to be usercentred,” says Heydarian, who led the
study. “But based on what we saw,
nudges have to be user-centred too.”
In other words: we are not robots.
Or if we are, we are complex and
varied models.
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ike most visitors to the Empire State
Building, I found the view from the
top quite astonishing: a towering sea of
concrete, brick, steel and glass — billions
upon billions of tonnes of it — stretching
for mile after dizzying mile into the
smog-hazed horizons of New York City.
But just as memorable was the awestruck comment of the man leaning on
the rail next to me: “Dear Lord,” he said,
”just look at all this … all this stuff!”
All this stuff is what embodied
carbon is about. When materials are
manufactured, energy is almost always
consumed, often in large amounts. The
World Steel Association estimates that
the manufacture of steel is responsible
for 7-9% of global carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions from fossil fuels; a 2018 report
from the Chatham House think tank put
the contribution from concrete — also
energy-intensive in its manufacture —
at around 8%. Over the lifespan of a

WHERE
THE EMBODIED
IS BURIED
The embodied carbon of materials is a hard concept to sell — and an
even harder one to define and measure. But one thing is certain: this
unseen footprint needs to fall
W O RD S B Y TO N Y W HI TE HE AD
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Left 1 Undershaft in
London by Eric Parry
Architects. WSP’s
cradle-to-grave life
cycle assessment led
to recommendations
Visualization Eric Parry Architects and DBOX

including the use of
recycled materials
where possible,
selecting suppliers
based on their
carbon footprint
and location, and
monitoring transport
practices to minimize
environmental impact

“Sure, everything to do with embodied
carbon is inaccurate to a degree. But
the value lies in comparative analysis —
compare apples with apples and it’s okay
if the figures are not perfect”
Katie Symons, New Zealand government

P17

A tricky concept
There are reasons why embodied carbon
tends to be relegated in importance
behind operational carbon — not least
that it is a harder sell. If designers can
reduce energy costs, then that is an
easily understood win-win. The client
saves on fuel bills and the planet suffers
less. In contrast, a building owner or
a developer might question why it’s
in their interest to take on any cost
associated with material choices that
reduce embodied carbon.
But altruism is far from the only
reason to opt for low embodied carbon
design, according to Fiona McGarvey,
senior sustainability consultant at WSP
in London. Many building clients now
have corporate-level targets on reaching
net-zero carbon, she points out: “It’s not
possible to do that without considering
embodied carbon. For many companies
the only realistic way to achieve it will
be by purchasing offsets — so they may
find it’s actually cheaper to pay more
to reduce embodied carbon than to
do business as normal and pay for the
offsets.” Then there is the potential
reputational damage of not addressing
your carbon footprint: “Effectively
another cost to set against the effort
to design with carbon in mind.”
In any case, low embodied carbon
design does not necessarily cost more:
“Quite often the way to reduce it is
simply to come up with a design that
uses less material and wastes fewer
material resources. Do that and you
are quite probably saving money too.”

So embodied carbon is moving up
the corporate and environmental agenda.
It features prominently, for example, in
the international Architects Declare and
Engineers Declare manifestos that in
2019 called on designers to recognize
their responsibilities and up their game
with regard to carbon emissions and
climate change.
Becoming more widely considered,
however, does not make embodied
carbon any less of a slippery, moving
target of a concept. It is so notoriously
hard to define and calculate (see box,
overleaf) that a whole terminology has
developed around the effort to pin it
down. When attempting to calculate the
embodied carbon of steel, for example,
do you include only the energy involved
in production from the iron mine to the
point at which it leaves the steel mill
(“cradle to gate”), or also its transport
and installation (“cradle to site”), or
its end-of-life recycling or otherwise
(“cradle to grave”). Even within these
definitions, there is controversy. Cradle
to site will include carbon emitted by
the delivery truck’s diesel engine — but
could it conceivably also include the
back-office activities of the logistics
company or even a percentage of the
carbon expended in manufacturing
the truck? Where, exactly, should the
buck stop?
Katie Symons, a former WSP
sustainability consultant working as an
adviser to the New Zealand government
to incorporate climate change initiatives
in building regulations, cautions against
getting drawn too deeply into this
debate: “There is a whole profession
of people who get excited about ‘system
boundaries’ and argue about this till the
cows come home. Sure, everything to do
with embodied carbon is a model and
everything is inaccurate to a degree. But
the value lies in comparative analysis —
compare apples with apples and it’s okay
if the figures are not perfect.”
Neither is it necessary to get bogged
down in the minutiae. “There is more
information available about large steel
and concrete components than there is
about window catches. But this is not
really a problem. Employ the 80-20 rule

Below At LaGuardia Airport in New York, WSP
carried out a whole-building life cycle assessment.
As a result, the roof material was changed from
standing seam aluminium to PVC, achieving at least
a 10% reduction in all LEED impact categories

Photo Jeff Goldberg for LaGuardia Gateway Partners

typical office building, analysis by Sturgis
Carbon Profiling finds that embodied
carbon might represent 35% of the
total carbon “bill”. For a warehouse, the
proportion rises to 47%; for a residential
block, to 51%.
So there has been a dawning
realization in recent years that it is not
enough to reduce what has become
known as “operational carbon” — that is,
the carbon emitted by burning fossil fuels
to heat, light, cool and power a building.
If we are ever to get anywhere near a
zero-carbon future, then embodied
carbon too has to fall dramatically.
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THE MYSTERIES OF MEASUREMENT
The process of defining and calculating embodied carbon is complex, occasionally contradictory and constantly evolving

THE MAIN SOURCES OF GLOBAL EMISSIONS — FROM A GLOBAL TO A BUILDING LEVEL

would be complete without acknowledging
that the subject is plagued by trouble

Global GHG emissions: 44 GtCO2e

site? And where in the world and how

investment in renewables and designing for

efficiently was the material produced? It

reduced energy use. But even if a building

can make a big difference.”

with definitions. This is primarily because

reaches net-zero energy, that doesn’t mean

embodied carbon cannot be measured

it is net-zero carbon. All buildings start

Researchers at the University of Leeds in

directly. You cannot break concrete

with a carbon deficit from the materials

the UK found that the embodied carbon

open and quantify the embodied carbon

extracted, manufactured, delivered and

intensity of reinforced concrete varied

64%

energy processes

inside. Instead, it must be calculated or

36%

installed.” This deficit might represent

deforestation /
agriculture /
decay

inferred from a knowledge of how and

enormously from 0.07-0.52kgCO 2 e

20-50% of a building’s lifetime carbon

depending on mix design, compressive

footprint, depending on how it is used,

strength grade, structural form and load

matters worse, definitions overlap. So the

and for how long. “As buildings become

capacity. They concluded that “any notion

embodied carbon of your car could once

more operationally efficient, the balance

that there is a single embodied carbon

between operational and embodied carbon

value for reinforced concrete is fallacious”.

where a material was produced. To make

have been considered the operational

Energy process emissions: 28 GtCO2e

carbon of the iron mine, steel plant and
automobile factory that led to its existence.
The different ways of both classifying and
calculating embodied carbon mean that it

will get more even. If a project team wants

35%

31%

industry

buildings

31%

transport

7%

is easy to muddle the pie charts of blame.
To set embodied carbon in its proper
context, it is first necessary to separate

45%

Open by Julian Allwood (see overleaf),

other

25% 19%
steel

around one-third of all our global CO2

transport accounts for just under one-third,

will find credits for using low embodied
set useful boundaries. Among these are

materials with low embodied carbon.

“scopes” 1, 2 and 3, established by the

It sounds a simple enough goal, but

international carbon accounting tool the

4%

again it is bedevilled by terminological

Greenhouse Gas Protocol, with scope 1

paper

variations. WSP’s Chris Pembridge says:

being emissions released directly from

4%

“The choice of material for a building’s

a producer’s factory, scope 2 including

3%

frame is probably the most significant

purchased electricity, and scope 3 also

decision, so it would be useful to have a

including supply chain emissions.

aluminium
Source Sustainable Materials: With Both Eyes Open by Julian Allwood
Whole-life carbon emissions for different building types
Offices

industry just over one-third. Of industry,

they are far from p erfect . If you

be produced by trade bodies — so who

are buying aluminium, does it really

do you believe?”

matter whether the producer used its
own power supply (scope 1) or somebody
else’s (scope 2)? It is how the power was

18%

15%

and you see what he means. There are

produced that counts. Such boundary

means that, very roughly, around one-

a wealth of numbers produced by many

setting continues to challenge those

quarter of all non-agricultural man-made

different organizations, with estimates

who seek to standardize the subject of

CO2 emissions result from the manufacture

ranging from 75kgCO2e (carbon dioxide

embodied carbon. Nevertheless, the quality

equivalent) per tonne to double or even

of information is improving — in the UK, the

triple that. The GaBi data platform gives

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors’

a range of 80-130kgCO 2e per tonne;

Building Carbon Database is one of the

the National Ready Mixed Concrete

best attempts to produce regularized,

Above For the design of Old

Association in the US provides a minimum

reliable and useful information. A further

Oak Common Station, part

figure of 100kgCO2e and a maximum of

of the built environment can make a huge
difference. Choose low-carbon solutions

32%

The problem is that these figures tend to

Google “embodied carbon of concrete”

of things. It follows from this that designers

35%

Valiant though such effor t s are,

Operational
emissions,
unregulated

cement the biggest contributors. This

Carbon emissions in use

tonne of concrete versus a tonne of steel.

Operational
emissions,
regulated

to become embodied — with steel and

Carbon emissions to
practical completion

of thumb; probably 80% of what you’re
concerned with will be dealt with by 20%
of what you can affect. So to reduce the
embodied carbon of a building, focus on
the big wins — the foundations, frame,
roof, cladding and linings — not the taps
or door knobs.”

figure for the embodied carbon value of a

powering buildings another third, and
three-quarters of emissions can be said

LEED or its UK equivalent BREEAM, and you

fully addressed.”

carbon components, and attempts to

plastic

cement

emissions result from deforestation, decay

are energy or process-related. Of this,

Delve into the US green building standard

embodied carbon will have to be more

Obviously this will involve specifying
Industrial carbon emissions: 10 GtCO2e

to Sustainable Materials: With Both Eyes

and agriculture. The other two-thirds

to claim true sustainability, the issue of

other

“industry” from other sources. According

P61

focused on more efficient equipment,

Warehouses
47%

29%

11%

13%

and you will eat away at that stubborn 25%.
It also helps to consider embodied carbon

complication is that embodied carbon

of the UK’s proposed HS2

260kgCO2e. All these figures could be true,

values inevitably change over time. As

route, WSP and Expedition

says Pembridge, depending not only on

power grids decarbonize, the embodied

Engineering reduced the amount

result from operational energy,” says Sarah

the properties of the mix but on how its

carbon of products from manufacturers

of steel in the roof structure by

Buffaloe, sustainability lead at WSP in

impact is calculated: “Does the calculation

that use those grids will also fall — so

27%, equivalent to 2,700 tonnes

include transport from factory gate to the

constant updates will be essential.

of embodied carbon

in the context of a single building. “Today,
most of a building’s carbon emissions

Washington DC. “So the industry has

Residential
51%

18%

Source Sturgis Carbon Profiling

24%

7%

Biographical materials
When it comes to specifying materials
with lower embodied carbon, there is
now considerably more information
available to help designers than there
used to be. A big change over the last
five to ten years has been an increase
in environmental product declarations
(EPDs). Like carbon footprint certificates
for products, these are paid for by the
manufacturer but carried out and
independently certified in accordance
with international standards on life cycle
assessment (LCA). “A few years ago

Visualization HS2

No consideration of embodied carbon

there would only be the odd construction
product, but now there are lots, allowing
a lot of comparative analyses to be
made,” says Symons. “They are playing
a big part in bringing credibility to
embodied carbon calculations, which
are inevitably far more opaque than
those for operational carbon.”
More help for designers has come
in the form of fast-developing design
software. Tally, for example, is a plugin that allows Revit users to imbue
their building information models
with information about the materials
and architectural products their
completed structures will contain. In
addition to quantifying emissions to
land, air, and water, Tally also factors
a building or material’s embodied
environmental impacts. Another, often
used in conjunction with Tally, is GaBi
— essentially a data platform offering

P28
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THE HIGH PRICE OF OVER-DESIGN
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LCA information, including embodied
carbon values, for a huge range of
components. Simpler, and sometimes
free, whole-building LCA software is
also available, such as Athena Impact
Estimator, openLCA and One Click LCA.
“These aids mean that we can have
a lot more confidence in the figures
than more generalized ones we might
have been offered ten years ago,” says
Symons. But it is still important that
the software is regularly updated and
country-specific, she notes. “Aluminium
made in New Zealand, for example,
comes from plants powered by hydro, so
has very low embodied carbon compared
with aluminium produced by a fossil fuel
powered grid elsewhere. Also, as grids
decarbonize, values will change. Good
software can help designers keep up
with changes like that.”
Early-stage simulations
One issue that programmers are only
just starting to address, however, is earlystage design. As Symons puts it: “You
can get decent figures for the building
you have designed — but what about the
one you are just thinking about? How
do you get a figure for that?”
According to Jeremy Gregory, a
research scientist at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, this is a vital
point — for while EPDs and Tally can
help design a building made from
lower embodied carbon products, it
may be that a different kind of building
could have performed even better. “The
problem is, by the time you apply the
software, too many of your decisions
are locked in,” he says. “It doesn’t really
support decisions in the earliest phases,
particularly when you are trying to look at
both operational and embodied carbon
in a whole-life perspective.”
Together with colleagues at MIT,
Gregory has come up with software
that attempts to solve this problem:
“We know that designers already do
this with cost — so, if you like, we are
trying to do the same with the cost of the
carbon. Our software enables designers
to simulate many different kinds of
buildings when they are thinking about
basics such as massing, height, even

We need to completely rethink the way we use structural materials,
argues Cambridge engineering expert Julian Allwood

When Bill Gates rated Sustainable

disagrees. “Manufacturers already provide

Materials: With Both Eyes Open one of

a plethora of different standard sections.

his top six reads of 2015, it helped bring

And then when the kit arrives on site each

author Julian Allwood to prominence as a

component is allocated to a particular

leading thinker on the carbon footprint of

location — or they can be as the process

material manufacture. Allwood is professor

becomes more automated. The cost of

of engineering and the environment at the

tailoring is going down.”

University of Cambridge and his work
focuses on strategies that can operate

Allwood has even worked on “fishbelly”

at scale to have a real impact on global

beam design — steel beams that are

emissions. The embodied carbon of building

thicker in the centre of the span where

materials is very much in his sights.

stiffness is most needed, and which use
up to 30% less material as a result. He

“If you take a steel-framed building,” says

says that mainstream use would be entirely

Allwood, “there are three levels at which

possible, with improvements to design

you can make a difference: overall design,

software and automated manufacture.

design of components, and the supply
chain leading up to it.” At a design level, a

Building regulations aid and abet the

critical question is the spacing of columns.

over-design of structures, adds Allwood.

“Architects tend to push towards wider

“Eurocodes, for example, are very

spacing because they believe it makes

conservative. A typical loading spec of

buildings more flexible. That increases

5kN/m2 is almost impossible to achieve

spans and so more material becomes

— you would need to pack people together

involved in the beams. I’m not convinced

like they were in a nightclub. It’s specified

it’s justified. People don’t want hangars of

as default when really it’s the exception.”

buildings. They simply put partitions in.”
The same thrifty approach to design, he
The manufacture of the steel itself, says

argues, can apply to other materials —

Allwood, could be much more efficient:

concrete being a priority because of its high

“A quarter of liquid steel never makes it

embodied carbon: “It is often possible to

into components — it is cut off as scrap

reduce the embodied carbon of concrete

during manufacture and has to be recycled.

by simply using less cement in the mix.

Smarter design could reduce that.” More

In addition, there are ways of using less

steel is wasted as a result of over-designing

concrete. Why not specify post-tensioned

structural elements: “Engineering software

slabs to reduce the amount you need?”

would allow each beam to be designed
individually, but that is traded off against
economies of scale in purchasing and

But cement poses a particularly stubborn
problem because of the CO2 released

design effort and the cost of producing

by the chemical processes involved in

joints. I’m not sure how many of those

its manufacture. “So even if you have a

Left Controversy over the steel

economies are real. By the time the design

zero-carbon power supply to a super-

used in a new section of the

leaves the structural designer it is, on

efficient cement plant, the cement it

San Francisco Bay Bridge led

average, using double the amount of

produces doesn’t ever get to zero carbon.”

to the passing of the Buy Clean

material required by Eurocodes.”

In Allwood’s latest publication, Absolute
Zero, published in November 2019, cement

California Act, the world’s first
legislation to target supply chain

A more bespoke approach is typically

is identified (along with shipping) as one

carbon emissions

presumed to be expensive and to

of the few sectors for which there is as

compromise buildability, but Allwood

yet no realistic technological solution.
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THE COMPLICATED CASE OF CONCRETE
Can there be good, sustainable reasons to specify cement-based structures?

“Should we design low embodied carbon,
‘throwaway’ short-term buildings because
there’s no way of knowing if a building
can keep its relevance? I honestly don’t
know the answer”
Chris Pembridge, WSP

himself is a director of the US Concrete
Sustainability Hub, and so has an interest
in pointing out concrete’s positives.
Others see concrete as the very devil
and declare that it should be purged
from all design as much as possible.
The crucial question — or assumption
— is how long a building is going to last
and what will eventually become of it
at the end of its useful life. This is at
the heart of all and every consideration
of the trade-off between operational
and embodied carbon, says Chris
Pembridge, director at WSP and chair
of the sustainability panel of the UK’s
Institution of Structural Engineers. “We
need to agree what design life means
and what end-of-use looks like,” he

concrete building. But will it work in a hot

in early evening. So you can use solar to

it is responsible for around 8% of man-

climate? Is it a large building? If so, is a

store heat or coolness in your concrete

made CO2. This is because it comprises

timber solution scalable?”

for when the sun isn’t shining.”

is energy-intensive and also generates

Much of the case for concrete hangs

Concrete is getting greener too. Cement

CO2 as a result of the chemical processes

on claims regarding its thermal mass.

replacements such as pulverized fuel ash

involved. It follows that a building with

Exposed concrete columns and slabs

(PFA) or ground granulated blast-furnace

lots of concrete will probably have high

absorb heat during the day, which can

slag (GGBS) are now routinely specified

embodied carbon — a fact that has led

either be stored overnight to reduce future

in many countries to replace 30-50% of

some architects to declare their intention

heating requirements, or vented to allow

the cement. Considerable research is

to avoid specifying concrete wherever

more heat to be absorbed the next day.

underway to discover scalable alternatives

possible. Is this sensible?

Concrete frames are used in this way to

to cement, but while cement-free or ultra

even out temperature differentials, reduce

low carbon concrete is possible, it is not

Research scientist Jeremy Gregory is

both heating and air conditioning costs

yet commercially viable at scale.

director of MIT’s Concrete Sustainability

and thus reduce operational carbon. As

10-15% cement, the manufacture of which

Hub and, perhaps unsurprisingly, he

Gregory points out, the US Department

Finally, adds Gregory, there is some

Right New carbon-

thinks not. “It’s not usually appropriate

of Energy’s own National Renewable

intriguing research indicating that concrete

capture technology

to generalize about building design that

Energy laboratory deploys a labyrinth

way,” he says. “Whether you use concrete,

of concrete slabs to do just this. “For a

exposed to the air actually absorbs CO2

called “direct separation”
is being tested at the

steel or timber, each will have its good and

building in Colorado, hot in summer, cold

process, but researchers in China have

HeidelbergCement

bad points and your decision will depend

in winter, concrete’s thermal mass is ideal.

estimated that over the past 80 years, 43%

plant in Lixhe, Belgium,

on what kind of building it is, where it is and

The relatively high embodied carbon is

of cement’s process emissions — those

under the LEILAC (Low

how it will be used. So if you say you are just

working hard and will continue to do so

resulting from the chemical transition

Emissions Intensity

not going to use concrete, then you’re not

for the lifespan of the building.”

of limestone into clinker — have been

Lime and Cement)

properly framing the trade-offs between

project. As limestone

performance, cost and environmental

is heated, the CO2 that

impact. You can design a heavily insulated
timber-framed building that will be just as

separately from furnace

energy-efficient to run as a well-designed

says. “If a building lasts twice as long as
expected, then obviously its operational
efficiency becomes more important. If
it is somehow recycled or reused then
that changes the way you think about
its embodied carbon.”
Future unknowns can at times make
decision-making almost impossible:
“Even within our panel there are very
opposite views. Should we reduce
embodied carbon by designing buildings
to last as long as possible and so reduce
the need for new buildings in the future?
Or should we design low embodied
carbon, ‘throwaway’ short-term buildings
because there’s no way of knowing if
a building can keep its relevance? I
honestly don’t know the answer.”

Going circular
But that doesn’t mean that there are no
good decisions to be made: “There is a
lot we can and should be thinking about
that will help reduce embodied carbon
in all kinds of buildings.” Developing
adaptable building designs, Pembridge
says, is vital if the materials and carbon
bill of future generations is to be reduced.
A recent project involved designing a
shopping centre car park: “But we are
envisaging improvements in public
transport, so less need for cars in the
future. We don’t want the concrete
of the car park to become surplus to
requirements, so we have designed it
so the lower two storeys can be easily
remodelled as retail space.”
P07

Pembridge believes that totally
reusable buildings can and should be
designed more often: “We recently
looked at dismantling a large steelframed store in London and re-erecting
it in south-west England. Its frame
could have been reassembled anywhere.
Sadly we couldn’t quite get the logistics
to stack up.” Even components from
concrete buildings could be looked at
in this way. “Why not have a stamp on
every precast beam saying what it is
and what it can do?”
To reach a point where substantial
amounts of construction materials
can not only be recycled but also
reused would seem to be a priority
now. Neither the commercial nor the

over time through carbonation. “It’s a slow

reabsorbed by cementitious materials
Photo Carbon Trust

is released is collected
exhaust gases

location, and shows them the parameters
and ranges of uncertainty. So they might
discover that for a certain building, up
to a certain height, concrete might be
best, but above so many storeys then
maybe steel might be the way to go.”
As Gregory says, these decisions will
often involve looking at the interactions
between operational and embodied
carbon. There is much scope for
argument here, particularly around the
claim that concrete buildings, while
tending to have a high embodied carbon,
reduce operational carbon by having a
high thermal mass (see box, opposite).
This assertion has become almost
a cause celebre among designers who
care about embodied carbon. Gregory

The case against concrete is fairly simple:

Thermal mass also facilitates the use of

worldwide. In fact, in Scandinavia,

renewable energy, he adds. “Most solar,

demolished concrete is deliberately

for example, is generated in the middle of

crushed to increase its surface area and

the day, but peak energy demand is often

then left a while to encourage this process.”
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BATTLE OF THE HEAVYWEIGHTS
Weighing up the pros and cons of three common structural materials

“Commercial buildings are not usually demolished because they
become unsound. They go out of fashion or land values change”
Julie Sinistore, WSP

technical infrastructure currently exists
— with the result that even those such as
Pembridge who attempt it can seldom
make it work.
A little regulatory tweaking might
be needed to make reuse commercially
viable — a tax break here, an extra LEED
or BREEAM credit there. But there is
hope that the technology, at least, already
exists to facilitate it. Fiona McGarvey
explains: “To achieve a circular economy
of materials, you need to know exactly
what is in a building. At the moment,
there is a lack of materials transparency
in the industry and it is not always clear
what materials are in a component, or
how to keep track of what is procured
and installed. You might end up with
high embodied carbon aluminium in
your cladding when you specified low.
However, blockchain offers a way of
recording and tracking materials through
the supply chain in real time, so you
could know what was actually installed
and what its true carbon value is. This
would enable you, for example, to sell
on the steel and other components of a
building before it is demolished.”
In this way, she explains, the world’s
building stock would eventually become
a mineable resource, hugely reducing
the need for new materials and thereby
slashing the carbon cost of producing
new stuff. Such a vision is obviously

Photo Jochen Tack / Alamy Stock Photo

STEEL

Left In 2018, the
Netherlands passed the
world’s first legislation to
limit embodied carbon
in buildings, capping
the impact of new
residential and office
buildings

some way off, but there seems no reason
why reuse could not at least begin to
increase rapidly from its current, almost
non-existent levels.
There is also a simpler way to reuse
existing stock. “The greenest building
is the one that is already built,” is an
increasingly cited quote from US
architect Carl Elefante — and when it
comes to embodied carbon at least, he
surely has a point. Both the steel and the
concrete lobbies are onto this, and are
keen to highlight the longevity of their
structures. But longevity is not usually
the problem, points out Julie Sinistore,
project director for sustainability, energy
and climate change at WSP, based
in Oregon, who focuses on life cycle
assessment. “Commercial buildings
are not usually demolished because
they become unsound. It is because
they go out of fashion or land values
change and a different sort of building
becomes the preferred option.”
In terms of embodied carbon this is
wasteful in the extreme, but Sinistore has
an uplifting solution. “Build beautiful,”
she suggests. “The more beautiful your
building, the more people will love it and
the less likely it is to be demolished.”
As a way of reducing the future burden
of embodied carbon, this is a peach.
There are, after all, no plans to knock
down the Empire State Building.

High strength-to-weight ratio means
a lighter structure and potentially less
concrete in foundations

CONCRETE

Normally a high tonnage and embodied
carbon value per building …

Long-lasting

… but thermal mass can deliver
operational carbon benefits …

Highly recyclable …

… though only if concrete is exposed

… though the embodied carbon of
recycled steel is still around 50% that
of new steel

Long-lasting

Potential reassembly of simple steel
buildings or reuse of many components …

… though mostly as low-grade aggregate

TIMBER

Usually the lowest embodied carbon of
any structure — the tree actually absorbs
CO2 as it grows
Needs to be from a sustainable source
— forestry must not threaten existing
habitats
With cross-laminated timber (CLT), larger
spans are possible …

Recyclable …

Reinforced concrete contains steel …

… but CLT has higher embodied carbon
than regular timber and its limited
strength-to-weight ratio still hinders use
in larger, taller buildings

… which can be recovered at end-of-life

Concern over fire risks

Embodied carbon varies depending on
the mix and whether cement substitutes
are used

End-of-life options range from rotting
in landfill and creating methane (bad),
to being burnt as carbon-neutral fuel
(better), or being reused (best). Little
end-of-life information available as
few CLT structures have ever been
demolished

… though this seldom happens currently

Can reabsorb some of the carbon released
during production over its lifetime
No alternative available for many
applications, particularly foundations
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BLANK CANVAS
One problem, three solutions, no constraints

THE CHALLENGE:
CAN WE BENEFIT FROM
DISTRICT ENERGY WITHOUT
MASSIVE UPFRONT
INVESTMENT?
“How can we get the benefits of district energy,
where a central heating or cooling plant serves
a number of buildings, without the huge upfront
investment in the system? We often proceed
with our projects on a building-by-building basis,
and each building alone can’t sustain the capital
investment to build the central plant or main heating
facility. Historically, in Europe and particularly in
Scandinavia, the investment tends to be made by a
public utility. In the absence of a progressive utility
that is prepared to do that or has already done it,
what low-hanging-fruit solutions could we apply?”
John Filipetti / vice president, design and
innovation / Oxford Properties
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Make sure you are future-ready
Bruce Geldard / technical director, energy services / WSP / UK

Connect to smaller centres, and use all available heat
Anna Boss / systems researcher / WSP / Sweden
Kerstin Wangsten / project planner / WSP / Sweden

Go big — and avoid the “red zone”
Bill McLean / director, thermal energy / WSP / Canada
Adam Patterson / senior engineer, structures / WSP / Canada

T

T

I

f you think about the benefits of district
heating, it’s lower cost, lower carbon
and gets rid of the risk and responsibility
of running your own equipment. By
designing your building to work with
modern energy recovery systems and
switching to an arrangement where your
energy company provides heat to you as
a service, you could harness these and
build up from a relatively small level.
The starting point is to think about it
from your building out. When a district
energy scheme does come along it will
likely be designed for relatively low
temperatures, so you need to find ways of
keeping occupants comfortable without
high temperatures circulating around the
building. That means underfloor heating,
chilled beams, maybe air systems to help
make the building as efficient as it can

be. In future, this could mean integrating
phase change materials to turn it into
a store and a smart user of energy.
These will cut costs and energy while
also making you as ready as possible to
connect to a future scheme.
You also need to be ready to share
energy both inside and outside the
building, applying the “prosumer” idea
of being both a producer and consumer
in one. By integrating photovoltaics for
electricity and thermal, for example,
you can harvest renewable energy and
hopefully send the excess off elsewhere.
If you’re not connected to a network,
you can look at how to store it onsite.
Many district schemes are looking
at running as a shared loop, or fifthgeneration network, enabling people
to harvest waste heat from, say, a data

centre a couple of blocks away. The key
integration here is a water source heat
pump, which adjusts the temperature
on the network to what you actually
want. Your building must be ready to
take a water source, and you either put
in the heat pump, or allow for temporary
provision of one type of system and
switch over later. There are also trials for
loops that effectively take energy from
one building and share it with another.
The fundamental principle is to use every
ounce of energy we’ve got, whether that’s
by sharing it within a building, between
neighbours or across a whole city.
Where this energy comes from
could be quite outlandish. Maybe you’re
providing wellbeing to your staff by
letting them exercise while working and
as a result they’re putting energy back

“Where the energy comes from could be quite outlandish …
I’ve seen pictures of people walking on treadmills at their desk”

in. I’ve seen pictures of people walking
on treadmills at their desk — but that’s
a bit Matrixy! More simply, if you have
something that produces excess energy,
or needs more, there’s probably a value in
that to someone else. Every commercial
building has a server room that needs
to be kept cool, while someone in the
next building is feeling cold.
The other aspect is the contract with
your supplier. Lots of energy companies
are looking at providing heat as a service,
so effectively contracting for comfort.
This gives more certainty on cost and
is more intuitive: no one wants to buy
kilowatt hours, we want to be warm
or cool. And you want experts running
the equipment rather than it being a
sideline you have to do just to keep your
building operating.

his is fundamentally about planning
and collaboration. The traditional
approach to district heating is to build an
enormous expensive plant or boiler and
connect buildings to it. But we want to
move in the direction of having several,
smaller heat production centres, using
locally available heat and fuel.
If you begin with a masterplan of
the city or district where you want the
system to be, you can see what heating
and cooling demands are in an area
and what possible supply there is —
perhaps industries with excess heat,
like a paper mill or steel plant, or even
a sewage works.
This wouldn’t replace centralized heat
production entirely because you need a
reliable supply, but it could mean smaller
plants than traditionally used. Starting
small is good because it means you don’t
need big upfront investment. And smallscale networks can be connected later.
You can also start with the buildings in
an area that are most profitable, further

strengthening the investment case.
Collab oration c an also slash
construction costs. In areas with new
buildings that need heating, electricity,
water and sewage, it seems obvious to
dig for all these services at the same
time. But it’s not always done that way.
When different actors talk to each other,
it’s easy to find efficiencies. It’s the same
for existing areas with ageing piping too.
It makes sense to put down new pipes at
the same time as you are changing the
water distribution system, for example.
A single player can’t do this alone.
Municipalities need to be involved for
the level of collaboration needed. But it’s
also about making the opportunities for
different sectors visible — for example,
showing private industries how they can
earn money by selling their waste heat
instead of using cooling towers.
Getting agreements is complicated,
but we’re certain it could be profitable
in many more cases than are currently
being developed.

“When different actors
talk to each other, it’s easy
to find efficiencies”

here’s no way to avoid a huge capital
outlay. In fact, the goal is to make it
as large as possible, to minimize the cost
per unit. If you build a plant to heat one
building and it costs $1m, a plant to heat
ten buildings probably costs less than
$10m, and a plant to heat 20 buildings
is far less than $20m. If you expand
your philosophy to include not just heat
but electricity with
a combined heat
and power plant,
the cost per unit is
even lower. It’s the
same with waste
heat recovery — the more buildings
you have, the more energy you can
recover from waste heat sources. That
will help to reduce the size of the plant
and the initial investment. If there’s a
large hospital or correctional facility
nearby, or something else very large, that
could be a base customer, so you know
there’s already a significant demand that
will provide a revenue stream.
If you’re building a district energy
system from scratch in a downtown
core, the costs are very high because
you have so many constraints. Ideally,
you need a whole bunch of buildings
next to each other with some flexibility.
Then you can find out if there is critical
mass in terms of demand, and what the
existing plant looks like in each one.
One of them might house the central
plant, which could mean repurposing
a portion of a buried car park or the

existing mechanical rooms. If you’re
building a new tower — and you have
a very large hole in the ground — you
could capitalize on that to connect to
buildings immediately adjacent. There
are some really clever technical solutions
and innovative drilling techniques.
There are also alternatives to burying
pipe. For a new district energy system
in Arlington, Virginia,
we ran two 12indiameter pipes all
above ground, to
save the cost of
burying them 4-6ft
underground and ripping up half of
the downtown core to do it. You could
make it a piece of public art, or just the
interconnection between buildings.
Or you can go extremely deep with
directional drilling or a micro tunnelboring machine. Whatever you do, don’t
go in the “red zone” where all of your
existing utilities are. As soon as you have
to dig anything up, it adds a huge amount
of time and coordination, so shallower
solutions that seem cheaper are actually
monumentally more expensive.

“Alternatives to burying pipe?
You could make it a piece
of public art …”
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“Public awareness of food
production through urban
cultivation”
Kerstin Wangsten
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64
61

08

17
18

“Reduce littering with painted
tracks to trash and recycling
bins”
Kealy Herman

“Facilitate low-carbon living through
plant-based food, walkability/
bikability and urban gardening”
Julie Sinistore

“Encourage selection of
low-carbon materials
through procurement
policies and incentives”
Jeremy Gregory

“Pedestrian-first urban
planning to make
walking default for
short journeys”
Fiona McGarvey

WHAT URBAN
BEHAVIOUR WOULD
YOU MOST LIKE TO
“NUDGE”
AND HOW?

57
53

22
28

“In Los Angeles, reducing
homelessness by making
available low-cost housing”
Wendy Wood

“Quality social interactions
with people you know and
don’t”
Edward Gardiner

“Growing your own food — with
permanent urban farms and
gardens”
Nick Rose

“Design based on
understood needs, not
assumptions, fashions
or buzzwords”
Ross Atkin

“Open non-personal
data from companies
for communities to use”
Renate Samson

“Connect: not only devices
and data, but with people
too!”
Jaco Cronje

52

42

“Reduce car use; green
pedestrian walkways with
low-touch drinking fountains”
Jabulile Nhlapo
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